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Spotify Lays Out Roadmap to
Higher Margins: Here’s the Plan
BY G L ENN P EO P L ES
Spotify CEO Daniel Ek and a parade of top executives had a simple message for investors in a livestreamed presentation from New York on Wednesday (June 8): Our margins will be better.
Although the company has communicated its longterm vision through quarterly earnings calls, press releases and occasional Wall Street conferences, it hasn’t
gathered the investment community for a meaningful
conversation since going public in 2018. “I’m not sure
that journey’s very well understood,” said Ek. “And,
frankly, we probably haven’t done a very good job
explaining it.” Despite posting 24% revenue growth in
both 2021 and the first quarter of 2022, the company’s
share price is down 51.7% in 2022.
As CEO, Ek’s job on Wednesday was to captain
the nearly four-hour presentation communicating to investors just how exactly Spotify has been
misunderstood. More importantly, Ek laid out how
they intend to reach the lofty goals of $100 billion
in annual income with 40% gross margin and 20%
operating margin. All three measures would be a significant leap from its 2021 financial performance of
$10.9 billion revenue with 28% gross margin and 1%
operating margin.

To achieve this, rather than music Spotify executives focused on non-music content such as podcasts,
and audiobooks to a lesser degree. The company still
sees itself primarily as a music service and music is
the cornerstone to its platform, but — as it detailed
throughout the presentation — the larger opportunity
is being an audio company that provides both music
and non-music content in a single product.
Currently, however, podcasts are a financial drain
on the company. While music has a 28% gross margin,
podcasting’s gross margin is -57%. Although podcasting grew more than 300% to nearly $200 million in
2021, that came with a $103-million negative impact
on gross profit, said CFO Paul Vogel. That’s because
Spotify must buy and build the tools, products and
exclusive and original content in order to capitalize
on podcast’s potential. To date, Spotify has acquired
content creators such as Gimlet and The Ringer, as
well as tech platforms like Megaphone and Anchor. It
licenses exclusive podcasts such as The Joe Rogan Experience and Call Her Daddy and has partnered with
the likes of former first couple Barack and Michelle
Obama and DC Comics for original programming.
(continued)
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The investments could pay off if podcasting can pull up the company’s average
gross margin. Spotify believes it can achieve
podcast gross margins of 30-35% within
three to five years and sees 40-50% as attainable further in the future. The trick will
be getting the necessary scale. Anchor, a
platform for do-it-yourself podcast creators,
powers more than 75% of Spotify’s more
than 4 million podcasts, which has grown
from fewer than 500,000 since it acquired
Anchor in 2019, said Maya Prohovnik, head
of talk. Megaphone, a podcast distribution
and monetization tool, helps attract more
podcast creators, which gives them the
advertising inventory it needs to generate
significant podcast revenues. As a result,
the percentage of Spotify users that listen to
podcasts rose from 7–30% from 2018–2021.
In fact, it’s hard to imagine Spotify getting
to its goal of 1 billion users by 2030 on music
alone. As numerous executives explained,
podcasts keep users engaged longer, reduce
churn and attract larger advertiser spends.
The result is greater lifetime value, an
increasingly important internal metric that
helps Spotify determine the effectiveness of
its content recommendations, advertising
placements and new product features. Podcasts, which Dawn Ostroff, chief content
and advertising business officer, called a $20
billion opportunity, will also be crucial to
reaching $100 billion in annual revenue.
Music will play a less crucial role than

many people might expect – for a couple
reasons. First, Spotify doesn’t have much
wiggle room in music licensing costs
because terms are standardized. Spotify’s
licensing agreements with record labels give
the rights owners a share of subscription
and advertising revenue. Second, Spotify’s
music costs are mostly variable, not fixed,
meaning the more music revenue it generates, the more it pays to rights holders.
Without a ceiling on music licensing costs,
Spotify looked elsewhere for margin relief.
“Our strategy is not predicated on trying
to extract margin by negotiating better
terms with the content partners we have,”
said Ek. Rather, Spotify wants to turn labels
into customers by helping them market
their releases on the platform — similar to
how record stores sell shelf space to labels.
The more services the labels buy from
Spotify, the more Spotify does to help labels
monetize casual fans, the better Spotify’s
gross margin. Spotify calls this its two-sided
marketplace, a way to generate revenue
from the rights holders that licensing music
necessary to the business model. There’s
enormous potential, said Ek. “We’re still a
very, very small portion of all labels’ marketing spend.”
Spotify wants to improve its music gross
margins from 28% in 2021 to 30% in the
next three to five years. (Gross margin is
revenues minus cost of revenue excluding
expenses such as salaries, marketing and

sales). Over the long term, Spotify wants
to achieve a 35% gross margin for music
revenue.
Beyond podcasts, exactly how Spotify
could reach $100 billion in annual revenues
is less clear. Audiobooks is the next product
category on the road map. The company
started by acquiring audiobook producer
and distributor Findaway in Nov. 2021,
and Nir Zicherman, global head of audiobooks, said Spotify will bring more innovation to the space than the lone major player,
Amazon-owned Audible. Audiobooks have
a 6-7% share of the $140 billion global book
market but can reach a 50% share in mature
markets, according to Ek. From there, executives teased two other potentially lucrative categories for its expansion plans: news
and education.
Spotify’s share price rose as much as 8.7%
to $109.43 on Wednesday and closed up 6%
at $116.03.
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will highlight the top executives, artists and changemakers who kept the music playing during challenging times, as well as coverage of the changing
face of country music.
Advertise in Billboard’s Country Power Players
issue to congratulate this year’s honorees while
reaching key decision-makers who are driving
the music business.
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ASHANTI

20 TH ANNIVERSARY
Ashanti is a Grammy Award-winning singer/songwriter, actor and author. Ashanti burst onto the
music scene with her smash hit, self-titled debut
album Ashanti. It landed the #1 spot on both the
Billboard Top 200 and R&B album charts, selling a
whopping 504,593 units in its first week and set a
SoundScan record as the most albums sold by any
debut female artist in the chart’s history, granting
her a spot in the Guinness Book of World Records,
which she still holds today. Ashanti has released six
studio albums and received eight Billboard Awards,
a Grammy, two American Music Awards, two Soul
Train Awards, six ASCAP Awards, and many more
awards and illustrious honors. Ashanti has continued
to reign at the top as one of Billboard’s “Top Females
of the Decade from 2000-2010” and continues to
break Billboard records as having a Hot 100 entry in
the 2000’s, 2010’s and 2020’s. To celebrate her
contributions to music and recording, Ashanti will
receive a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in
April 2022.

Please join us in celebrating 20 years of the Princess
of R&B, the Queen of Written Entertainment and
“Baby” the woman that is never “Foolish” and writes
the melodies that stay in our minds and hearts
forever…..ASHANTI.
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four decades. It’s tempting to wonder how
many times she would have won or been
nominated if the category had been in place
all this time.
Songwriters may submit up to nine songs
as representative examples of their work,
which mirrors the number of submissions
allowed for consideration in the producer of
the year, non-classical category.
Songs from albums released in a previous year do not count toward a songwriter’s
total of releases, even if released as a single
or added to a new album released during the
current eligibility year. Re-released, covered,
re-mixed, re-issued and historical recordings of songs are not eligible.
The nominees in the songwriter of the
year category will be determined by a
“nominating committee that functions in
the same way as a craft committee.” This
needs some explanation. You may remember
that Mason disbanded nominations review
committees in 2021 with some fanfare. And
indeed, members’ votes in a great many
fields determine the nominees with no committee review.
But as the Academy acknowledged when
it disbanded nominations review committees, it was keeping some “craft committees in place. In the composing/arranging
field and in two categories — engineering,
non-classical and producer of the year, nonclassical – members vote on the first-round
ballad, but craft committees determine the
final nominees. (In five other categories –
album notes, historical, immersive audio
package and remixed recording – voting
members play no role in determining the
nominees. They are determined entirely by
craft committees.)
What’s different in this case is that the
Academy is calling this a “nominating
committee.” It does seem to function very
much like the nominations review committees that Mason so publicly disbanded.
Voting members will vote, a committee will
review the top vote-getters and pick the five
contenders they think are most deserving,
which will become the nominees. Is Mason
bringing back nominations review committees on a selected basis as the need arises, or
is this just a craft committee under a different name? You decide.

This will be the fourth category in the
Composing/Arranging field, along with best
instrumental composition; best arrangement, instrumental or a cappella; and best
arrangement, instruments and vocals.
New category: Best alternative music
performance
The Academy says: “This category recognizes artistic excellence in an alternative
performance…that embraces attributes of
progression and innovation in both the music
and attitudes associated with it. It is often a
less intense version of rock or a more intense
version of pop and is typically regarded as
more original, eclectic or musically challenging. It may embrace a variety of sub-genres
or any hybrids thereof and may include
performances that do not fit into other genre
categories.”
Analysis: This will be a second category in
the alternative music field, along with best
alternative music album (which dates to
1990). This will give alternative music parity
with four other fields — dance/electronic,
global music, music video/film and (as of
next year) spoken word — which also have
two categories.
Before this, alternative music artists didn’t have a dedicated performance
category. In the 32 years that the Grammys
have awarded best alternative music album,
the winning artist was nominated in a performance category 18 times. But that means
that 14 times the winner of best alternative
music album wasn’t nominated in a performance category. Five artists who have won
in the category – Wilco, Phoenix, Vampire
Weekend, St. Vincent and The National –
have yet to be nominated in a performance
category (in their entire careers). That
should change now that there is a dedicated
performance category for this genre.
This past year, 231 albums were entered
for best alternative music album. St. Vincent
won for the second time with Daddy’s Home.
New category: Best Americana music
performance
The Academy says: “This category
recognizes excellence in performances of
Americana music: contemporary music that
incorporates elements of various American roots music and vocal styles, including
country, roots-rock, folk, bluegrass, R&B, and

blues, resulting in a distinctive roots-oriented
sound that lives in a world apart from the
pure forms of the genres upon which it may
draw. While acoustic instruments are often
present and vital, Americana often uses a full
electric band.”
Analysis: Until now, Americana music
performances competed in the best American roots performance category along with
bluegrass, blues, folk and regional roots
recordings. Because this category has encompassed so many subgenres, it has been
among the most crowded categories on the
ballot. This past year, there were 433 entries
for best American roots performance. With
this change, that hefty number will be split
between two categories.
This will be the ninth category in the
American roots field, which will enable
it to surpass the classical field (which has
eight categories) as the field with the most
categories.
New category: Best score soundtrack for
video games and other interactive media
The Academy says: “This Category recognizes excellence in score soundtrack albums
comprised predominantly of original scores
and created specifically for, or as a companion
to, a current video game, or other interactive media (AR/VR/portable devices, etc.),
released within the qualification period. At
least 2/3 of the musical tracks for the album
must have been used in the shipped game
product, as either in-game, live action play, or
Cinematics within the video game or interactive media product.”
Analysis: Until now, scores for video
games and other interactive media competed with scores for “a current legitimate
motion picture, television show or series or other visual media” for best score
soundtrack for visual media. This past
year, 246 entries competed for that award,
which was shared by The Queen’s Gambit (Carlos Rafael Rivera) and Soul (Jon
Batiste, Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross). No
score soundtrack for a video game has ever
received a nomination in this category, but
that may be because it was simply too hard
to get past the film and TV scores that have
long dominated the category.
“That’s a huge opportunity because
there’s so much music being created and
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special issue

On July 16th, Billboard will publish a GRAMMY® First Look special
feature showcasing the artists, producers and other creative
professionals whose music was released from October 1, 2021September 30, 2022. We will look at the early contenders for the
65th GRAMMY® Awards in the categories of Record Of The Year,
Song Of The Year, Album Of The Year and Best New Artist.
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consumed for gaming,” Mason said. “I think
there’s probably as much music being put
into games as in film and TV – possibly combined. So it’s a chance to reach an underserved, underrepresented group of music
makers who, up until now, we have not been
paying attention to. It’s huge numbers and
there’s so many really creative and talented
people working in that field, we felt it was
really important to make sure we’re honoring that music.”
New category: Best spoken word poetry
album
The Academy says: “This category recognizes excellence in spoken word poetry
albums…Albums of spoken word poetry with
or without music collaboration or accompaniment, and instructional recordings are
eligible. (If the recording has musical accompaniment but is primarily spoken word, the
narrator would be eligible while the musical
accompanist(s) may be identified in parentheses.)
Analysis: Until now, spoken word poetry
albums competed with audio books and
storytelling for best spoken word album (includes poetry, audio books & storytelling).
This past year, there were 189 entries in
the category, which was won by actor Don
Cheadle for Carry On: Reflections for a New
Generation from John Lewis.
Three famous poets have won in the spoken word category over the years. Maya Angelou was a three-time winner (On the Pulse
of Morning, 1993; Phenomenal Woman, 1995;
and A Song Flung Up to Heaven, 2002). Rod
McKuen won the 1968 award for Lonesome
Cities. Carl Sandburg won the 1959 award
for narrating A Lincoln Portrait, but that
consisted not of his poetry but of excerpts
from President Lincoln’s speeches.
The Academy made a related change: The
category formally known as best spoken
word album (includes poetry, audio books
& storytelling) has been renamed best audio
book, narration & storytelling recording.
New special merit award: Best song for
social change
The Academy says: “[This category] will
recognize creators of message-driven music
that responds to the social issues of our time
and has the potential for positive global
impact… Submissions must contain lyrical

content that addresses a timely social issue
and promotes understanding, peacebuilding
and empathy…This special merit award will
be determined by a blue-ribbon committee
and ratified by the Recording Academy board
of trustees.”
Analysis: Mason didn’t have a clear
answer for why the Academy chose to make
this a special merit award rather than a
regular, competitive Grammy category. One
possible reason – not voiced by Mason – is
that this way the Academy can control who
wins, which they can’t when the choice is
left to the voters.
“The feeling was that a special merit
award for that would be exciting; a first,
a way to honor a great song in a different
way,” Mason said.
Seven songs that are socially relevant
(to varying degrees) have won song of the
year — “We Are the World” (1985), “That’s
What Friends Are For” (1986), “From a
Distance” (1990), “Streets of Philadelphia”
(1994), “Change the World” (1996), “This
Is America” (2018) and “I Can’t Breathe”
(2020). They could still compete in that category (and in genre songwriting categories),
in addition to this one.
Several other award shows have added
similar categories in recent years. The MTV
Video Music Awards added best video with
a message in 2011. The category continues
to this day, though it has had several name
changes over the years. Since 2019, the category has been called video for good.
The Billboard Music Awards have given
a Change Maker Award in each of the last
three years.
Voting process update: Adding fees for
excess entry submissions
The Academy says: “All Recording Academy members will receive five courtesy entries
every year. For additional entries, members
will pay $40 (early bird fee); $75 (standard
fee); or $125 ( final deadline fee) per additional entry. Registered media companies will
pay a fee of $65 (early bird fee); $95 (standard
fee); or $125 ( final deadline fee) for per entry.
Considerations will be made for artists/members experiencing financial hardships. Any
member who would be burdened by the entry
fees can request the fees be waived by reaching out to the Recording Academy Awards

Department.”
Analysis: While most members are strategic about not “flooding the zone” with entries, largely to avoid having multiple entries
split their votes in a given category, some
members do indeed submit large numbers
of entries, perhaps figuring this will help get
their name out there. They have little hope
of getting a nomination anyway, and may
figure this is free publicity.
“We still want to encourage members,
labels and people who are submitting to
submit,” Mason said. “The idea here is hopefully people will submit the work they’re
most proud of and most excited to enter, and
be thoughtful about what they’re entering
and where they’re entering it.”
This sounds like a healthy change. Anything that helps shrink the size of the entry
list, which can be punishingly long, is a good
thing.
Voting process update: Album eligibility
The Academy says: “To be eligible for
Grammy Award consideration, an album
must contain greater than 75 percent playing
time of newly recorded (within five years of
the release date), previously unreleased recordings. The previous eligibility rule was 50
percent. Note: The updated album eligibility
rule was approved in 2021 but is going into
effect for the 65th Annual Grammy Awards
cycle.
Analysis: This would appear to be a rule
change that would meet with little opposition – of course albums should be predominately new if they are competing for a
Grammy. But the Academy took the highly
unusual step of giving its membership a full
year to prepare for the change.
If this rule had been in place in 1995,
Michael Jackson’s HIStory: Past, Present
and Future — Book I, which was half new
and half old recordings, would not have
been eligible for the album of the year nod it
received.
Six categories — best compilation
soundtrack, best historical album, best immersive audio album, best recording package, best special package, and best album
notes — accept albums of recordings that are
not newly recorded.
Classical Field: Creation of craft committees in three categories
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The Academy says: “Three categories
within the classical field will now be determined by highly specialized craft committees:
producer of the year (classical), best engineered album (classical) and best contemporary classical composition.”
Analysis: Previously, the nominees in all
classical categories were determined by
rank-and-file voting members.
This brings producer of the year, classical,
in line with producer of the year, nonclassical. Members vote on the first-round
ballot for producer of the year, non-classical,
but craft committees determine the final
nominees.
The change will probably cut down on the
frequency of repeat winners in this category.
David Frost, Steven Epstein and Roberts
Woods have each won producer of the year,
classical seven times. Judith Sherman is a
beat behind with six wins, including one
earlier this year. By contrast, no producer
has won producer of the year, non-classical
more than four times. (Babyface is the top
winner, with four wins in that category.)
Rank-and-file voting members are often
more swayed by a big, immediately recognizable name than craft committee members would be.
Classical Field: Recognition of composers
and librettists in best opera recording and
best classical compendium
The Academy says: “Category definitions
have been updated to award composers and
librettists in addition to artists, producers and
engineers.”
Analysis: Current rules for best opera
recording say: “Award to the conductor,
album producer(s) and principal soloists.”
This year’s winner was a recording of Philip
Glass’s “Glass: Akhnaten” by the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra: the Metropolitan
Opera Chorus.
Current rules for best classical compendium say: “Award to the artist(s) and to the
album producer(s) and engineer(s) of over
51% playing time of the album, if other than
the artist.” This year’s winner was Women
Warriors – The Voices of Change.
New Age, Ambient or Chant Field: Renamed and redefined field and category names
The Academy says: “The category formerly
known as best new age album has been re-

named best new age, ambient or chant album
and the [name of the] field has also been
updated to reflect that change.”
Analysis: This will be one of the most
complex category names on the ballot.
(“New age, ambient or chant” sounds like
a set-up line Ed McMahon would feed
Johnny Carson on his Carnac The Magnificent bit.)
The new age category dates to 1986.
The first winner was Andreas Vollenweider’s Down to the Moon. There were 139
entries this year. This year’s winner was
Stewart Copeland & Ricky Kej for Divine
Tides.
Musical Theater Field: Recognition of
composers and lyricists in best musical
theater album category
The Academy says: “Category definition
has been updated to award composers and
lyricists of more than 50 percent of the score
of a new recording.
Analysis: This award dates to 1958, the
first year of the awards. The first winner
was Meredith Willson’s The Music Man.
There were 45 entries this year. The winner
was The Unofficial Bridgerton Musical.
The old rules stated: “Award to the principal vocalist(s) and the album producer(s) of
51% or more playing time of the album. The
lyricist(s) and composer(s) of a new score
are eligible for an award if they have written and/or composed a new score which
comprises 51% of more playing time of the
album.”
Music for Visual Media Field: Best compilation soundtrack for visual media
The Academy says: “Some language in
the criteria for this category which had been
removed has now been restored to recognize
principal artists and in-studio producers.”
Analysis: This award dates to 1999. The
first winner was Phil Collins for Tarzan.
There were 55 entries this year. The winner
was Andra Day for The United States vs. Billie Holiday.
The category’s description this year was:
“Award to the artist(s) and/or ‘in studio’
producer(s) of a majority of the tracks on
the album. In the absence of both, award
to the one or two individuals proactively
responsible for the concept and musical direction of the album and for the selection of

artists, songs and producers, as applicable.
Award also goes to appropriately credited
musical supervisors.”
Production Field: Updated definition of
best remixed recording category
The Academy says: “The newly amended
definition of the best remixed recording
category helps to reflect the remix craft as it
currently stands in the industry: the creation
of a new, full-track, unique performance created by a remixer from a previously released
recording.”
Analysis: This category was added in 1997.
The first winner was Frankie Knuckles’
“Franktidrama Club Mix” of Toni Braxton’s
“Un-break My Heart.” This year’s winner
was Mike Shinoda’s remix of Deftones’ “Passenger.”

Is Anitta’s Butt
Tattoo Getting
a Bum Rap in
Debate Over
Brazil’s TaxpayerFunded Shows?
BY BEATRIZ MIRANDA

R

IO DE JANEIRO — A recent
comment about Anitta’s butt
tattoo has surprisingly led to
investigations into local country
music artists and misuse of municipal funds
in Brazil’s agribusiness heartland.
While performing on May 12 in Sorriso, a
small city in the Central-West of Brazil, Zé
Neto of the sertanejo duo Zé Neto and Cristiano took a seemingly unprovoked swipe at
the “Envolver” singer — the country’s biggest international act at the moment. Neto
was commenting on an ongoing political
debate about a Brazilian tax incentive law
called Rouanet that is intended to stimulate
cultural events in the country. Zé Neto, a
far-right political supporter, wanted to be
clear that he and his bandmate don’t need
government support to be successful.
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“We are artists who do not depend on the
Rouanet Law,” Zé Neto told his audience.
“Our fee is funded by the people. We don’t
need to put a tattoo on our butt to show that
we are doing well.”
Anitta’s supporters, however, did not care
for Zé Neto’s not-so-subtle dig at the global
pop star, understanding it was referencing
her famous ink. While they accused Zé Neto
of sexism with a wave of outrage online, the
comment also had an unexpected result:
Twitter users pointed out that despite his
seeming criticism of the Rouanet Law, Zé
Neto and Cristiano — like many other sertanejo artists — rely on other public money
from local governments to fund many of
their gigs.
In force since 1991, the Rouanet Law
helps sponsor projects such as music festivals, tour production and album recordings by giving tax breaks to private funders.
While Rouanet helps channel tax money to
Brazilian culture, it has become the target of
attacks by President Jair Bolsonaro and his
far-right supporters, who have decried its
use as a misuse of funds that could be better
used for public services.
In February, the government enacted
drastic changes to the law, slashing the
maximum per-person artistic fees by 93%
from 45,000 reais to 3,000 reais (3,500 reais,
or $715, for musicians) per show. While
this may not be the government funding Zé
Neto and Cristiano are receiving, Anitta’s
supporters have savvily pointed out that
the group and others like it are tapping into
local city budgets — and at disproportionally higher per-show fees. Now, state public
prosecutors are investigating potential
irregularities in 29 municipalities across the
country for their use of public funds to pay
for sertanejo shows.
The most ambitious package of investigations is being led by the Prosecutor’s Office
of Mato Grosso, an agricultural state partly
in the Amazon rainforest. On June 1, prosecutors there launched probes into 24 of the
29 suspected municipalities.
“And I was thinking that all I was doing
was an intimate tattoo,” teased Anitta on
Twitter on May 28, expressing surprise
about the sudden investigations.
A handful of the probes involve sertanejo

star Gusttavo Lima, a Sony Music artist
whose single “Bloqueado” spent four weeks
on the Billboard Global 200 earlier this year.
Lima, who did almost 300 shows in 2019, is
among the highest-paid performers in Brazil, typically earning at least 500,000 reais
($100,000) per gig, according to one person
familiar with the matter.
Public contracts show that at least four
small-sized cities hired Lima for shows with
public money — at rates that sometimes
exceeded his market value. One of those was
São Luiz in Roraima State, in the isolated far
north of the country. Roraima’s Prosecutor’s
Office is examining a contract for 800,000
reais ($163,000) for a Lima show scheduled
for December – an exorbitant amount for a
city with just over 8,000 residents, which is
the second-poorest city in Roraima, with an
annual GDP of around $30 million. (Lima’s
contract is 77% more than São Luiz’s yearly
budget for school lunches, school busing
and health surveillance services put together, according to public figures reported
by the Brazilian media.)
“I never benefited from public money,”
Lima said in an Instagram livestream on
May 30. “Honestly, I don’t condone [the use]
of public money.” But when artists do shows
funded by municipalities, “we are massacred
as if we were a criminal, as if we were a thief
who was stealing public money. And it’s not
like that, folks…It’s about valuing our work,
which regardless of whether it is public or
private [events], we have to be paid for.”
Amid the growing controversy, two of
the four small cities — Conceição do Mato
Dentro in Minas Gerais and Teolândia in
Bahia – have recently canceled Lima shows
scheduled for June. Two other cities did
not turn back. On Wednesday night, Magé,
a city of 246,000 residents, hosted a cityfunded show that is under investigation by
prosecutors in Rio de Janeiro for potentially
overpaying Lima with a contract for 1.04
million reais ($210,000). On stage, Lima
complimented Magé’s mayor and protested
that he was a “victim of fake news.”
Among the cities still under review
involving other sertanejo artists is Sorriso,
which contracted Zé Neto & Cristiano’s
show on May 12 – when Zé Neto took a
swipe at Anitta’s butt tattoo – for 400,000

reais ($82,000).
Like other investigations into publicly
funded shows, the one in Mato Grosso is
at an early stage, so“it still is not possible
to know if there has been any illegality,” a
spokesperson for Mato Grosso’s Prosecutor’s Office tells Billboard. “In order to make
a conclusion, many issues need to be taken
into account, such as analyzing the real need
for that contract.”
Anitta, for her part, says she isn’t looking to pick a fight with the sertanejo scene,
which has become Brazil’s most popular
music in recent years. In an interview on
the Brazilian TV show Fantástico, which
aired on Sunday, Anitta said she broadly
supports actions to stop corruption rather
than an investigation that particularly targets sertanejo artists.
She noted, however, that irregularities in
overpriced contracts is a reality in Brazilian
showbusiness that she herself has witnessed.
“Those of us who work in music have
always known this practice exists — I have
already received proposals,” she said, going
on to explain how she’s been approached
with opportunities to commit fraud — possibly similar to what other acts have done.
‘You can charge this much, so I can take
back this amount. He will give you some
extra money if you declare that you’ve
received less than what you actually did,’”
she said.
Additional Reporting By Alexei Barrionuevo
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The Azoff
Company
Launches Giant
Music Record
Label With First
Release
BY KATIE BAIN

G

iant Music is officially in business.
The label, a venture from Irving Azoff and his son Jeffrey
Azoff, has launched in earnest with an
announcement Wednesday (June 8) that
Atlanta-based trap artist SwaVay has signed
to Def Jam Recordings through Giant Music.
The first song, “JUGG,” leads the act’s forthcoming project Almetha’s Son with release
details to be announced soon.
This partnership appears to be a oneoff deal with Def Jam, and whether Giant
Music will continue a relationship with Def
Jam or its parent company Universal Music
Group is yet to be seen.
Giant Music is being run by Shawn
Holiday, the former co-head of Columbia Records’ urban music division who
also held a dual role at Sony/ATV Music
Publishing, where he worked with Travis
Scott and Cardi B, among others. It was
revealed in February 2021 that Holiday
had left these other companies to work
with the Azoffs.
Last year, The Azoff Company — which
Irving Azoff oversees as chairman and CEO
— announced the launch of Giant Music
Publishing with Holiday at the helm. Cardi
B beatmaker SwanQo was the publishing
company’s first signing in May 2021.
Giant Music resuscitates the Giant
name for the Azoffs, with the elder Azoff
launching Giant Records in 1990 as a joint
venture with Warner Bros. Records. The
label went on to work with artists including MC Hammer and Color Me Badd, as
well as releasing the popular New Jack

City soundtrack. Its country roster also included a young Blake Shelton, who scored
his first No. 1 on Billboard’s Hot Country
Songs chart with the label with “Austin”
in 2001. Later that year, Giant Records was
absorbed by Warner Bros. Records.
Jeffrey Azoff also currently runs Full Stop
Management, which operates under The
Azoff Company umbrella. The company’s
clients include Harry Styles, The Black
Keys, John Mayer, the Eagles, Jon Bon
Jovi and Gwen Stefani, among others. The
Azoff Company’s other ventures include
performance rights organization Global
Music Rights, sports and entertainment
company Oak View Group and premium
experience company LaneOne.
“New chapter (officially) begins today!”
reads an Instagram post from Giant Music
senior vp of marketing Brooks Roach. “Excited to share our new label with the world.
Empower Artists. Embrace Independence.
Giant Music.”

Neumos in
Seattle, in a
Pandemic: One
Final Chat With
the Always
Candid Steven
Severin
BY TAYLOR MIMS

A

s co-owner of Seattle’s popular
independent venue Neumos in
Capitol Hill, Steven Severin has
been a staple in the Seattle music
industry for more than 20 years. Roughly
10 years ago, he helped create the Seattle
Nightlife and Music Association to bring
together the area’s live event insiders, and
for the past 16 years has helped run Neumos
with its sister club Barboza and the accompanying Runaway bar.
As part of Billboard’s efforts to best cover

the coronavirus pandemic and its impacts
on the music industry, we have been speaking with Severin regularly to chronicle his
experience throughout the crisis. (Read
the last installment here and see the full
series here.)
Can you believe we have been doing
this series for more than two years?
When you’re in it everyday, you just
don’t think about it. Like my counselor was
saying, I need to give myself some grace.
Because I do more than get up and fight to
walk to get coffee. Which is enough, but the
fact that I was able to have a voice telling
people what’s going on around the country,
that’s bizarre to me.
Neumos in a Pandemic was the longest
running of the “In a Pandemic” series.
It’s continued running because live
entertainment continues to struggle and
because you’ve been forthcoming about
all those struggles.
That’s gotten me in trouble. [laughs] I got
yelled at a couple times. I also don’t give a
f—k. I’m like, ‘that’s what happened’ and
other people are yelling at me, ‘Yeah. But
you’re not supposed to tell anybody.’ I’m not
giving away any bank codes.
Somebody was talking about their drop
rates and how shows that were scheduled
two years ago have horrible drop rates. I
said, ‘I promise everything that you are
going through, we’re all going through it in
Oregon and Washington.’ Neumos won’t be
back to normal at this rate until 2023 and
they were surprised to hear that. Everyone
is still getting screwed.
Prior to this pandemic and National
Independent Venue Association (NIVA),
did you consider yourself a leader?
No! Maybe I shouldn’t say no completely. I came into Neumos a year after
it opened, but when Neumos came there
wasn’t a whole lot going on in this neighborhood. It used to be all auto dealerships. All
of the businesses that are here now getting
business from the bodies we bring to the
neighborhood. It became a cool neighborhood and it grew. In that way, I guess you
could say there was a little bit of leadership
in the neighborhood. But that’s my tiny sixblock radius and a lot has changed over the
17 years that I have been a part of it.
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Since the pandemic started, you’ve
worked to secure funds for venues in
Washington, helped pass the Shuttered
Venue Operators Grant and are now in
charge of the beloved Bumbershoot festival in Washington. Do you think you’d
be running Bumbershoot if the pandemic hadn’t turned you into this kind of
leader?
No. The only reason I have Bumbershoot
is because of NIVA. Somebody recommended me to Joe Paganelli who is the one who
came up with the idea for Bumbershoot.
He used to work for [legendary promotion
company] Bill Graham Presents and I was
working with his old boss at NIVA. That’s
the only reason Joe reached out to me and
before NIVA there is no way I would have
said yes.
Would you have not believed you could
handle it two years ago?
Bumbershoot is more about what I can do
for the Northwest. I have the capability to
bring it back and make it really f—king cool
for other people. It’s dumb on money. It’s
f—king up my other opportunities, but it is
about the impact I can hopefully make for a
long time to come. I wouldn’t have done that
without NIVA.
How are things progressing with Bumbershoot?
Things are moving with Bumbershoot.
We’re meeting with people and collecting
checks and interviewing executive directors. We’re halfway talking about programming stuff, designing logos. We still have
a ways to go. July 1 is the first deadline
we have to raise money. We have a couple
of big people, but you just don’t know what
they are going to be willing to support at.
If they go where we think they will, we’ll
hit our goals. If they don’t, we have to get
creative really fast. These people are really
busy because they have giant companies or
foundations that they run. The stock market
has been sucking which puts them in bad
moods.
Prior to the pandemic, you ran a few
businesses but now you’re doing all that
plus working for VenuePilot and running
Bumbershoot. How are you handling all
of these responsibilities?
I really do [care about Bumbershoot].

My counselor said, ‘You do all this stuff for
people that makes their lives better and they
have no f—cking clue who you are.’ Which
is fair. I don’t do it for pats on the back. I
do it because I want my region to be better.
I mean, I want the world to be better but I
want my little piece to be better. If I can play
a role in that, I’m going to.
Even though funds were secured for
independent venues, NIVA is moving forward. What does your work with NIVA
look like today?
We had our first Pacific Chapters NIVA
call. Jim Brunberg [owner of Mississippi
Studios venue in Portland] is president
and I’m vice president. We had a call today
with all the Washington and Oregon venue
owners and we were able to connect people
who were having trouble. Someone who has
a historical venue was having issues being
allowed to do some shows because of sprinkler issues. Because somebody else was on
the call that has gone down that road in the
same state so we were able to connect them
and hopefully they’ll be able to start having
shows again. This is the whole purpose of
why we were having this call. It’s to connect
people who are in the same areas, dealing
with the same shit to be able to help find
solutions. It was awesome.
This is the reason NIVA started and it’s
fun getting to do it again on a chapters base.
A lot of these people probably didn’t want
to come speak on the big NIVA townhalls
because it’s 200 people and there are folks
from [big entities like] The Troubadour or
Another Planet Entertainment. Those are
heavy hitters and it is probably intimidating.
The chapters are much smaller so people
felt more comfortable talking.
What’s next?
There is a new grant in Oregon that
people are applying to and that’s because we
are still far from out of the woods. It’s still
going to be a while but because of NIVA everyone was able to get SVOG money. NIVA
hasn’t stopped. We’re still pushing forward.
We don’t want to just be reactionary. Venue
owners are busy running their clubs, so it
is good to know there are still people doing
that big picture work. I am always in awe of
what NIVA has been able to accomplish. It
is pretty phenomenal.

Ashley Calhoun
Named President
of Pulse Music
Group
BY KRISTIN ROBINSON

P

ulse Music Group co-CEOs Scott
Cutler and Josh Abraham have
tapped Ashley Calhoun as the
company’s newest president. Calhoun will lead the company’s A&R team and
oversee creative strategy for the publishing
roster, a similar role to what she has already
been doing as Pulse’s svp/head of creative
for the last two years.
In 2020, Pulse Music Group’s previous president and head of creative Maria
Egan departed the company after a seven
year run to move to the role of Chief Music
Officer at Splice (she now works as Global
Head of Music and Events for Riot Games).
Calhoun has acted as her replacement ever
since and is known for her “consistent history of being at the forefront of signing talent
early and then creating career-defining moments for them,” says Cutler and Abramson.
“She’s a one-of-a-kind A&R executive.”
She first signed on to Pulse in 2015 as
an A&R director after serving as creative
director for Rondor Music Publishing (a
division of UMPG). In her first week, she
signed Starrah, one of this generation’s
biggest songwriters. Within two years she
progressed to the title of vice president of
A&R.
“PULSE is synonymous with creative
culture,” Calhoun explains. “When a writer
walks on to our campus, they get right away
that PULSE Music Group has built this
creative sanctuary for our roster and a real
community of great songwriters/producers
to surround themselves with. Our company
was founded by songwriters/producers so,
from the top down, there’s a lot of relatability.”
The promotion is announced as Pulse
Music Group holds stakes in the first,
second and third ranking songs on the Bill-
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board Hot 100 (“As It Was” co-written by
Pulse signee Tyler Johnson, “First Class,”
co-written by Angel Lopez, and “Wait For
U ft. Drake and Tems,” co-written by FNZ
and SPRINGBRK). During her tenure at
Pulse, Calhoun has aided the careers of
some of the most notable songwriters in the
business, including signees like Kehlani, OZ
(who topped both the Hot 100 Songwriter
and Producer charts simultaneously in
2020), Starrah, FNZ, and many more.
“We have the best A&R team I think of
any indie out there,” Calhoun adds. “I want
to thank Scott and Josh for giving me the
opportunity to lead the PULSE A&R team in
the years ahead. It’s an incredible honor to
work with the best of the best.”

R. Kelly Should
Get 25 Years in
Prison, Federal
Prosecutors Say
BY BILL DONAHUE

F

ederal prosecutors in New York
told a judge Wednesday (June 8)
that R. Kelly should go to prison
for more than 25 years following
his conviction last year on sex trafficking
and racketeering charges. The singer, they
said, “avoided punishment for them for
almost 30 years and must now be held to
account.”
After decades of accusations of sexual
misconduct, Kelly was convicted in September on nine counts related to accusations that the singer orchestrated a longrunning scheme to recruit and abuse women
and underage girls. He plans to appeal the
verdict, but not before he’s sentenced on
June 29.
In a brief filed Wednesday, prosecutors
from the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn
urged Judge Ann M. Donnelly to make that
sentence close to an effective life sentence
for the 55-year-old Kelly. They cited the seriousness of his crimes and how long he was
able to avoid consequences for them.

“Put simply, the defendant’s crimes were
calculated, methodical, and part a longstanding pattern of using his platform as
a larger-than-life musical persona and his
deep network to gain access to teenagers,
many of whom were particularly vulnerable,
and then to exploit them for his personal
gain and sexual gratification.
They also cited the risk that he would he
would commit more crimes if let free. “The
government has little doubt that if afforded
an opportunity to offend again, the defendant would do so,” prosecutors wrote. “He
poses a serious danger to the public. His
actions were brazen, manipulative, controlling and coercive. He has shown no remorse
or respect for the law.”
Kelly’s attorney, Jennifer Bonjean, did not
immediately return a request for comment
on Wednesday’s sentencing memorandum.
She will have a chance to file a response to
the government’s brief before Judge Donnelly metes out her sentence.
Regardless of how many years are handed
down later this month, Kelly will still face
a second trial in August that could see additional convictions and prison time. In that
case, Chicago federal prosecutors accuse
Kelly of possessing child pornography and
obstruction of justice.
In March, Kelly asked Judge Donnelly to
delay the New York sentencing until after
the Chicago trial, but the judge refused the
request after prosecutors argued that his
many of victims had already “waited years
to see the defendant held to account.”
Separate from this month’s sentencing,
Bonjean is currently asking Judge Donnelly to overturn the verdict, either by
acquitting the star outright or by ordering a
new trial. She’s argued that his former lawyers were so ineffective that it violated his
constitutional right to effective legal counsel, and that the evidence in the case was so
weak that it didn’t support a guilty verdict.
If those arguments are unsuccessful – such
post-trial motions are rarely granted – Kelly’s
legal team will then appeal the case to U.S.
Appeals Court for the Second Circuit.

UMG Licenses
Catalog to
Company Using
Music to Help
Dementia Patients
BY DAN RYS

T

he Universal Music Group has
licensed its catalog of titles to a
company that uses artificial intelligence to choose music aimed at
helping people suffering from dementia to
regain some cognitive abilities, the company
announced today (June 9).
Australian firm Music Health is launching a new app, called Vera, in the U.S., U.K.,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand that
will include access to music from UMG’s
suite of labels to create personalized music
stations to help ease some of the effects of
dementia, particularly BPSD — Behavioral
and Psychological Symptoms of Dementia
— which displays as agitation, aggression,
depression or confusion, and which affects
80% of those living with dementia, according to a press release. “Listening to personally significant music — all the noteworthy
songs from our own life — is shown to effectively decrease the effects of BPSD helping
to improve mood, cognitive function, motor
functions and brain plasticity,” the release
says.
“Research shows that music is much more
impactful for people living with dementia
when it holds meaning and is associated
with moments from someone’s life,” Grace
Meadows, campaign director for Music For Dementia, a UK-based advocacy
organization that worked with UMG U.K.
to produce a report on how music can be
used in the health sector, said in a statement.
“In our recently launched Power of Music
report, which sets out how we can be harnessing the power of music more to support
health and wellbeing, we emphasized the
need for a personalized approach to embedding music in health and social care, and the
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Vera App helps carers to do that.”
Music Health worked for three years
to develop the app, which included over
20,000 hours of observation of patients and
analysis of effects, and worked with organizations like the Global Centre for Modern
Aging, Dementia Australia, the Australian
Department of Health and aged care organization Barossa Village to develop Vera.
The app analyzes a person’s age, location of
where they grew up and their reaction to
different types of music in order to craft its
music stations.
“We’ve built Vera to know and find the
music that means the most and has the
biggest effect for each person living with
dementia,” Music Health co-founder Stephen Hunt said in a statement. “It acts like
a music detective that seeks out tunes that
they used to love a long time ago but may
have forgotten about, which their carers
may have never heard of, and their families
may not even know.”
This license is the latest UMG initiative
into the health and wellness space, which
began with licensing agreements with
companies like Peloton to use music within
fitness apps, but has expanded into meditation apps like Calm and a partnership
with MedRhythms, which uses music to
help patients affected by cognitive and neurological issues caused by stroke, multiple
sclerosis (MS), Parkinson’s disease and
Alzheimer’s, among others.
“From rigorous workouts to peaceful meditation to restorative sleep cycles, music is
deeply integrated into numerous innovations
promoting health and wellbeing,” Universal’s executive vp of digital strategy Michael
Nash said in a statement. “Now, scientists
are finding that music is also a powerful tool
for helping those suffering from the effects
of dementia and memory loss. At UMG, we
are working with a wide range of companies
to develop therapeutical applications of
music and we’re proud to partner with Music
Health on Vera to help improve the lives of so
many around the world.”

Sony Music
Nashville
Appoints Meg
Kehoe as Head of
Media
BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

S

ony Music Nashville has appointed Meg Kehoe as head of media,
following the recent announcement that Sony Music Nashville’s
longtime senior vp of media and corporate
communications Allen Brown will retire
June 30.
Kehoe, who will relocate to Nashville,
Tenn. and start in the role on July 5, will
oversee press strategy for both Sony Music
Nashville and its artist roster and will be responsible for the label group’s media team.
Kehoe will report to senior vp of marketing Jennifer Way.
Kehoe, a 2008 graduate of Fordham
University, has held senior media relations
roles at RCA Records for 14 years, working
with artists including P!NK, Pentatonix,
Kelly Clarkson, Ray LaMontagne, Jimmy
Eat World, Fousheé and most recently Tate
McRae. She has also worked on campaigns
for artists including Justin Timberlake,
Britney Spears, Cam, Backstreet Boys, Elle
King, Kane Brown and Tenille Townes, and
has been among those leading the label’s
external media storytelling and strategy
surrounding RCA’s Grammy submissions,
Clio Awards, ACM Awards, CMA Awards
and more.
Way said via a statement, “Meg is a dynamic leader and one of the most diligent
media executives I’ve ever known. She is
highly respected and trusted by her artists,
managers, industry colleagues and partners
alike. I am confident that her passion for
country music combined with her diverse
experience and knowledge across multiple
genres will serve our team and artists well,
and I’m thrilled to welcome her to the Sony
Nashville Family!”

Kehoe added, “I’ve been a fan of country
music for as long as I can remember. I’m
excited to further expand the profiles and
reach of the company’s artist roster and am
grateful to Sony Music for supporting my
career growth with this new role as part of
the team in Nashville.”

Justin Timberlake,
Clipse, N.O.R.E,
Q-Tip, SZA to
Headline Pharrell’s
2022 Something
in the Water Fest
BY GIL KAUFMAN

J

ustin Timberlake, a reunited
Clipse, N.O.R.E, Q-Tip and SZA are
among the headliners for Pharrell
Williams’ upcoming Something in the
Water festival. The event, which is taking
place in Washington, DC over Juneteenth
weekend (June 17-19), will also include sets
from Anderson .Paak and the Free Nationals, bLAck pARty, J Balvin, 21 Savage and
hometown acts Bad Brains: A Tribute by
Black Dots, TOB and YungManny.
A release promises “other surprise guests”
at the event that will be livestreamed by
Amazon Music for fans at home beginning
at 3 p.m. ET on June 17 through the Amazon Music channel on Twitch and Prime
Video. The stream will feature two channels
of content broadcasting a variety of acts
throughout the day.
“Amazon Music always has the most innovative programming and I’m thrilled they
have come onboard to livestream Something
in theWater,” said Williams in a statement.
“By livestreaming they are helping give access to so many people who can’t travel to
DC Juneteenth weekend.” Three-day passes
for the event can be found here.
Among the other previously announced
acts slated to perform on 3 stages at the art,
culture and music fest curated by Williams
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are: 6LACK, Adekunle Gold, Ashanti & Ja
Rule, Ashe, Baby Tate, Baird, BIA, Blxst, Calvin Harris, Chloe x Halle, Dave Matthews
Band, Davido, Denzel Curry, DJ Domo,
Dreamer Isioma, Duckwrth, EARTHGANG,
Emotional Oranges, ericdoa, Gracie Abrams,
Hope Tala, Jean Dawson, Jeremy Zucker,
JID, Jon Batiste, Lakeyah, Lil Baby, Lil Uzi
Vert, Lucky Daye, María Isabel, Mariah the
Scientist, Moneybagg Yo, Montell Fish, Ogi,
Omar Apollo, Ozuna, Paris Texas, Pharrell
& Phriends, Pusha T, Q, Quinn XCII, Rae
Sremmurd, Raveena, Rei Ami, Roddy Ricch,
ROLE MODEL, Run The Jewels, Saba,
Sabrina Claudio, Skepta, Skiifall, Skillibeng,
slowthai, Snoh Aalegra, Sound of the City,
Syd, Teyana Taylor, Thundercat, T.I., Tierra
Whack, Tobe Nwigwe, Tokischa, Tyler, The
Creator, Usher, and YVNGXCHRIS.
According to the release, throughout the
weekend festivalgoers and non-ticket holders will be able to attend free community
activations, programming, panels and more,
including a pop-up church featuring appearances by Jon Batiste, Tamar Braxton, Voices
of Fire, Howard Gospel Choir and others,
a series of community conversations, the
DC+ XQ community market, DC high school
graduation ceremonies and a number of
Black Ambition events to support Black and
Latinx entrepreneurs.
Williams pulled SITW from his hometown of Virginia Beach, VA. last year after
launching it in 2019 citing what he called
a “toxic” environment in the city. In
April 2021, Williams called for a federal
investigation into the fatal police shooting of his cousin, Donovon Lynch, 25, along
the Virginia coast. Lynch was killed in the
early morning hours of March 27 along the
city’s popular oceanfront strip of hotels and
restaurants shortly after two other nearby
shootings unleashed chaos. Police said
Lynch, a Black man, had a handgun and that
it was recovered from the scene. The inaugural SITW featured sets from A$AP Rocky,
Beck, Chance the Rapper, Foo Fighters and
more; the 2020 and 2021 events were canceled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
“I love my city, but for far too long it has
been run by — and with toxic energy. The
toxic energy that changed the narrative several times around the homicide of my cousin,

Donovon Lynch, a citizen of Virginia, is the
same toxic energy that changed the narrative
around the mass murder and senseless loss of
life at Building Number 2,” Williams wrote to
city officials in an Oct. 2021 letter, referring
to a May 2019 mass shooting at the Virginia
Beach Municipal Center that left 12 people
dead and four injured.

Joe Friedman of
NYC Retail Giant
J&R Music World
Dies at 76
BY ED CHRISTMAN

J

oe Friedman, co-founder of famed
New York City retailer J&R Music
World, passed away on May 17. He was
76.
The business, which Friedman founded
with his wife Rachelle Friedman, was
the retail anchor of New York’s financial
district in the decades surrounding the turn
of the century. During that time, the power
couple built a retail empire with as many as
10 stores in six different buildings on Park
Row, located across the street from New
York’s City Hall Park and at the foot of the
Brooklyn Bridge.
At its peak, Billboard estimated J&R’s
retail stores and mail-order operations were
pulling in $350 million annually, of which
$15 million was from music sales. Founded
in 1971, J&R Music World operated through
the 2010s and went toe-to-toe with music
superstores like Tower Records, HMV and
Virgin Megastores — during the 1990s there
were 10 music superstores in Manhattan,
ranging in size from 12,000 square feet to
50,000 square feet — and J&R held its own.
Like Rachelle, Joe was born in Israel, and
both of their families immigrated to Brooklyn when they were young. But they didn’t
meet until they were set up on a blind date
while Rachelle was attending the Polytechnic
Institute 0f Brooklyn and Joe was an electrical engineer for Western Union, according
to Billboard stories published over the years.

As one Billboard story, written by the late
Jim Bessman, noted, “Joe is a true entrepreneur and visionary. He dreams up a truly
unique scenario and then gives them over
to Rachelle to negotiate so that it should be
profitable.”
What began as a 500-square-foot audio
equipment store on Park Row mushroomed
all over the block. Unlike other merchants
that repeated their model over and over
again to build a web of stores with the same
concept in many locations, J&R opened new
complementary businesses right on Park
Row. Down through the decades, that included the music superstore, a world music
store, a video store, an appliance store, a
technology store, a budget music and video
store, a portable device store, an office store,
a computer store and a camera store, housed
in Park Row at Nos. 1, 17, 23. 27, 31 and 33,
according to various Billboard stories. They
even carried health and beauty items for
the nearby office workers in the financial
district.
As one Maxell ad — for a 1991 Billboard special on J&R Music World celebrating the company’s 20th anniversary
— observed, “20 years ago they were the
new kid on the block; today they are the
whole block.” And in brilliant planning for
the future, one by one the Friedmans began
buying the buildings housing their stores
in anticipation of phase 2 of their business
career: real estate development.
Following three decades of success, J&R
eventually succumbed to the loss-leading
pricing practices of big box stores like
Best Buy and Circuit City and shuttered
its various stores in April 2014. While the
Friedmans still dabbled in retail, running
stores-within-stores for Macy’s and Century
21, they largely pivoted to real estate, and
the buildings they owned were redeveloped
into condos, offices and retail space.
But before that happened, Joe and Rachelle left their mark on Manhattan’s retail
scene.
“We were the single largest independent
store in Manhattan and we weren’t just music,” Rachelle recalls. “Joe was a visionary
and brought in computers very early when
they were still costing $10,000. I asked him
‘Who’s going to buy a $10,000 computer?’
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And he answered, ‘Well, I would.’”
Eventually, J&R stores would collectively
house some 250,000 SKUs (stock-keeping
units), while its mail-order business was
distributing 2 million catalogs every six
weeks. Along the way, the American Jewish
Committee awarded Rachelle and Joe the
Human Relations Award. Because they were
in the same city where the then-six major
labels had a huge presence, and due to the
stores’ proximity to City Hall and surrounding city, state and federal government office
buildings, Joe and Rachelle also became the
music industry’s ambassadors to the political world, helping the business make its case
whenever a music-related political issue
came to the fore.
Beyond that, J&R had one of the highest
profiles in NYC-centric publications, always
taking anchor advertising positions. They
also held festivals and shows in the City Hall
Park across the street, featuring some of the
artists whose music they sold in their stores.
According to Rachelle Friedman, these
artists included Green Day, Korn, Common,
Joe Walsh, Ben E. King, Pat Metheny, Lisa
Marie Presley, Solange, Michelle Williams
and Earth, Wind & Fire. What’s more, they
worked with BET to co-produce shows such
as Future Wave, which was hosted by Herbie
Hancock for BET on Jazz.
In New York’s darkest hour on Sept. 11,
2001, Joe and Rachelle turned their store
over to first responders, who used it as a
triage center at the request of then-Mayor
Rudy Giuliani. Later, it was used by officials
dealing with the aftermath of the World
Trade Center’s destruction. When it came
time to open lower Manhattan again, J&R
was one of the first retail stores to return,
signaling the beginning of the financial
district’s revival.
At the time, the late Sony Music Distribution chairman Danny Yarbrough noted
in Billboard that Joe and Rachelle set out to
build a successful business based on honesty, service and selection and had achieved
that goal completely.
“In that process, they have become part
of the emotional soul of the city, truly an integral component in the fiber and diversity
of New York,” he said. “We look forward to
joining them in the healing rebuilding and

resurrection of the heart of the city.”
Joe is survived by his wife and J&R cofounder Rachelle, their two children Jason
and Daryn and three grandchildren: Micole,
Oliver, and Anabelle.

The Deals: Aespa
Partners With
Warner Records;
Elley Duhe Nabs
‘Seven-Figure’
Advance
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

K

-pop girl group aespa and SM
Entertainment formed a
global partnership with Warner Records. The first release
under the deal is “Life’s Too Short,” the lead
single from the group’s newly-released EP
Girls – The 2nd Mini Album. This is Warner
Records’ first collaboration with a K-pop
group.
Music funding platform beatBread closed a seven-figure artist financing
deal with “Middle of the Night” singersongwriter Elley Duhe. The funding will
provide financial freedom for Not Fit For
Society, Duhe’s management company
and independent label, allowing Duhe to
continue developing her career outside the
major label system. BeatBread gives artists
and labels full control over their marketing,
distribution and management without forcing them to relinquish ownership of their
work. Advances provided by beatBread are
repaid from a share of an artist’s streaming
and airplay revenues over a period of the
artist’s choosing; touring, publishing, synch
and merch revenue are untouched. Additionally, beatBread does not put limitations
around how the funds are used and gives
artists the freedom to choose their own
marketing and distribution partners.
MNRK Music partnered with Chris
Schwartz and his Ruffnation Entertain-

ment to launch Surface Noise Records, a
new vinyl and merchandising company.
MNRK will provide A&R and marketing
resources, while Ruffnation, through its
partnership with Studio 4 Vinyl Manufacturing, boasts dedicated vinyl manufacturing and fulfillment services that will allow
for faster turnaround times of around three
months, according to a press release. Surface Noise will release projects from both
new and heritage acts in the urban and rock
genres, with some titles distributed digitally
and others only on vinyl. The label’s first
release will be the vinyl version of Queens
rap group Onyx’s new album “Onyx Versus
Everybody,” which was released digitally
in mid-May. Other forthcoming releases
include new projects from Ultramagnetic
MCs and Harlem rapper Nym Lo.
“Material Girl” and “Walk” singer Saucy
Santana signed with WME for representation across music, film, television, digital
and more. Santana is signed to RCA Records
and additionally represented by StreamCut.
Beatport acquired LabelRadar, a
platform that provides labels with access
to artist demos and helps get artists signed.
The deal will allow Beatport to support artists and labels early on and further connect
music services to the Beatport ecosystem.
The companies previously collaborated
to host remix competitions featuring Carl
Craig, Tiësto and Giolì & Assia through
Beatport’s “Opportunities” feature, which
will continue to be developed following the
acquisition.
In partnership with music metaverse
gaming platform PIXELYNX, Beatport also released a limited derivative
collection of the companies’ Synth Heads
NFTs in partnership with U.K. techno
festival Junction 2. The new collection offers fans a key to unlock special access and
experiences at the Junction 2 festival, which
is slated for June 18 and 19. Synth Heads
NFT owners will also get exclusive access to
benefits including day passes to Junction 2,
exclusive vinyl releases, merch from Beatport and Junction 2 and ongoing access to
ticket drops. The new Synth Heads collection will be limited to 300 NFTs total with
minting priced at 0.15 ETH (roughly $234
USD); holders of five random Synth Heads
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will also receive a “Golden Ticket” providing full access to Junction 2 across both days
in addition to other special perks.
Warner Music Spain and Dolby Laboratories entered a partnership that saw the
label install a new Dolby Atmos-equipped
recording and mixing studio, as well as two
listening rooms, in its Madrid headquarters
known as The Music Station.
Partisan Records signed London-based
supergroup Ezra Collective, which features
drummer Femi Koleoso, bassist TJ Koleoso,
keyboardist Joe Armon-Jones, saxophonist
James Mollison and trumpeter Ife Ogunjobi.
The band’s new single, “Victory Dance,” was
released Tuesday (June 7) with an accompanying video.
IndieFlow, a platform that provides indie
artists with the tools to organize, manage
and grow their careers, raised $4 million in
new funding led by State of Mind Ventures, with participation from Oryzn Capital, StreamElements co-founder Or Perry, 5
Eyes Ventures, TechStars and Moshe
Gaon. The funds will be used to grow the
IndieFlow team and accelerate the company’s growth.
604 Records signed an exclusive Canadian distribution deal with Warner Music
Canada. Founded by Jonathan Simkin and
Nickelback’s Chad Kroeger in 2001, 604
Records brings its roster of artists to the
deal, including Carly Rae Jepsen, Marianas
Trench, Coleman Hell and Jojo Mason.
TOLEDO signed with Grand Jury
Music and released their first single for the
label, “L Train,” on Monday (June 6). Comprised of Dan Álvarez de Toledo and Jordan
Dunn-Pilz, the duo was included in Spotify’s
Fresh Finds artist development program last
year.
The Pittsburgh Penguins, along with
their ownership team at Fenway Sports
Group, have selected OVG360 to manage,
book and operate PPG Paints Arena. The
previous management agreement with ASM
Global expires on June 30. Through the
deal, OVG360 will make private investments
into the arena to improve the fan experience
and operational infrastructure. It will also
retain the venue’s existing local management team and arena workers, including all
union relationships.

B2B music licensing subscription service Feed Media Group signed a licensing
deal with Songtrust. Under the agreement,
songs for which Songtrust administers
publishing can now be made available on
Adaptr, Feed’s subscription-based platform
that offers music to startups.
Sample-clearing digital service Tracklib named UnitedMasters a preferred distributor through a collaboration supporting
automated digital revenue payments directly
to artists. Under the deal, Tracklib-sampled
tracks distributed through UnitedMasters
will now automatically report to Tracklib
and pay out to the correct parties. Tracklib will also join UnitedMasters’ Producer
Exclusives.
DoorDash has signed on as ASM Global’s “On-Demand Delivery Platform” partner under a long-term deal. The partnership will launch at ASM’s North American
arenas, stadiums, theaters and convention
centers in the coming months and allow fans
to skip lines by giving them the option of ordering DoorDash services within the arena
for pickup. While on-site, fans can scan a QR
code to download or open their DoorDash
app to access the venue’s concession menus
and “premium experience options,” according to a press release. The partnership kicks
off at the Toyota Arena in Ontario, California, on June 11.
Nettwerk Records signed electronic artist/producer Ark Patrol, jazz singer/saxophonist Braxton Cook and alt-R&B artist/
producer kerri. Ark Patrol’s first single on
the label is “Hold On” with Veronika Redd,
while kerri’s is “only1.”
Live Nation made a strategic investment
in Everything Legendary, a Black-owned
and operated plant-based meat company.
Everything Legendary will now be the
featured plant-based burger at many of Live
Nation’s venues and festivals in the U.S.,
including all House of Blues restaurants.
Country-pop singer-songwriter Casi
Joy signed with Vere Music. Her new
single, “Everything’s Fine,” will be released
along with a music video on June 17. She’s
managed by Ron Stone and Richard Ellis of
Gold Mountain Entertainment.
Web3 platform anotherblock, which
allows fans to purchase co-ownership of

music tracks, raised $2.5 million in a funding
round led by Nordic VC Inventure, as well
as Dune.xyz’s Fredrik Haga, Centrifuge.
io founder Maex Ament and blockchain
research and investment company StableNode. Joining them are producers and
artists including DannyBoyStyles, as well
as labels and publishers who participated in
the previous round. Anotherblock will begin
offering its first NFTs later this year.
Country singer-songwriter Mackenzie
Carpenter signed with G Major Management. The announcement follows the
release of “Can’t Nobody,” her first release
on The Valory Music Co.
BMLG Records signed country singersongwriter Shane Profitt in partnership
with Chris Janson’s Harpeth 60 Records.
Profitt previously signed a publishing deal
with Janson’s Old Tom Music Publishing.

JAY-Z, Jack
Dorsey Announce
‘Bitcoin Academy’
Educational
Initiative for
Marcy Residents
BY DAN RYS

W

hile the cryptocurrency
craze continues to grip the
public consciousness, there
remains a large information gap as to what, exactly, crypto is and
how it’s used and functions. Now, JAYZ and business partner and Block co-founder/CEO Jack Dorsey are aiming to change
that for a community close to JAY’s heart:
the residents of the Marcy Houses, where he
was born and raised in Brooklyn.
Today (June 9), JAY and Dorsey announced they’ll be funding a new education
initiative called The Bitcoin Academy, designed “to provide education and empower
the community with knowledge” about the
cryptocurrency world and financial field in
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general, according to a press release. The
program, which is in collaboration with
Crypto Blockchain Plug and Black Bitcoin
Billionaire, will initially be available to those
who live in the Marcy Houses complex, with
expansion into other neighborhoods in the
plans for the future.
The Academy will be free to residents and
provide both in-person and online courses
two times a week for 12 weeks, beginning
June 22, with classes focusing on topics like
what, exactly, cryptocurrencies are, what
the blockchain is, how Bitcoin is mined and
used and how to protect against scams. Anyone who participates will receive personal
wifi hotspots with a one-year data plan and
smart phones if needed, which they’ll be
able to keep, while each in-person evening
class will also have food provided. There
will also be an orientation for residents who
are curious, and two Saturdays during the
summer there will be a Crypto Kids Camp
for those aged five to 17.
Jay and Dorsey both directly contributed
funding for the program, which is also being
supported by Dorsey’s bitcoin-centric company Block — which purchased JAY’s Tidal
streaming service last May for $302 million when Block was still known as Square,
after which JAY joined the company’s board
— and JAY’s Shawn Carter Foundation, for
which his mother Gloria Carter serves as
president.
“The Shawn Carter Foundation has
always been about providing educational
access and opening doors of opportunity to
underserved communities,” Gloria Carter
said in a statement. “No one should be left
out or behind. We truly appreciate the partnership with Block and Jack Dorsey to bring
financial, specifically bitcoin education to
the Marcy residents, where I spent many
years raising my family. Everyone should
be empowered to make informed financial
decisions in order to take care of themselves
and their families.”
This initiative is just the latest in JAY’s
and Dorsey’s forays into the crypto and
metaverse worlds. The two invested in an
endowment fund called ₿trust with the goal
of promoting bitcoin development in Africa
and India last year, while JAY has used VC
investment firm Marcy Venture Partners,

which he co-founded alongside Roc Nation
chairman Jay Brown and venture capitalist Larry Marcus, to fund web3 and metaverse-focused tech incubator sLABS, while
MVP also invested in blockchain development platform Alchemy and French startup
Ledger, which builds security infrastructure
and cryptocurrencies wallets.

Phoebe Bridgers
Show in Toronto
Paused Multiple
Times for Fan
Medical Calls
BY DAVE BROOKS

A

concert by indie rock artist Phoebe Bridgers was paused five
times on Tuesday night (June 7)
at the RBC Echo Beach amphitheater in Toronto so that venue staff and
paramedics could treat fans, many of who
had camped out overnight for the concert,
for dehydration and exhaustion.
Fans began queuing up as early as 3 a.m.
to get a spot near the barricade separating the audience from the stage in hopes of
getting a close up view of the 27-year-old
recording artist and producer on her 2022
“Reunion Tour” that kicked off in April with
standout sets at Coachella and Hangout Fest
in Gulf Shores, Alabama.
Issues began when venue staff started letting fans into the venue a few hours before
the show started and the first 100 to 200
fans allowed in ran towards the stage, in the
hope of getting a spot close to the barricade.
It was a scene that some fans said felt chaotic and scary.
As the show progressed, a number of fans
close to the stage fainted, leading to the concert being paused so that security staff could
reach the fans.
“Last night’s show was proactively paused
a few times so medical staff could assist fans
who were experiencing dehydration. Safety
is always our top priority and we worked in

close collaboration with medical authorities throughout the evening,” Toronto Police
told Billboard in a statement. “We did have
paid duty officers on scene at the concert. At
this time, we haven’t been able to locate any
calls for service.”
Billboard reached out to Bridgers’ publicist for comment but did not receive a
response.

They Might Be
Giants Postpone
June Dates
Following John
Flansburgh’s
‘Rather Serious’
Car Accident
BY GIL KAUFMAN

T

hey Might Be Giants have been
forced to reschedule much of
their planned 2022 summer tour
following a car accident involving lead singer/guitarist John Flansburgh.
In a note to fans from co-founder singer/
accordionist John Linnell on Thursday
morning (June 9), he explained that following Wednesday night’s show in New York at
the Bowery Ballroom, Flansburgh “was in a
rather serious car accident on his way home
from the gig.”
He said initial information is that Flansburgh has 7 broken ribs, several of which
have multiple fractures. “The good news is
that no vital organs were involved and the
long-term prognosis seems positive,” Linnell
added, noting that the recovery from the injuries for the 62-year-old singer is expected
to be “lengthy.”
As a result, Linnell said the band will have
to postpone the rest of their June tour dates
once again; the gigs in Washington, DC,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and several more
in New York were previously rescheduled
and rescheduled two more times due to the
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pandemic. For now, he said, the plan is to
return to the road for an August 30 show in
Asbury Park, New Jersey, followed by more
dates in September and October along the
East Coast and Midwest.
Before hitting the road again following
the long pandemic lay-off for their first
show since March 2020, Flansburgh tweeted on Monday that he was “very excited
to get back on stage,” but also “vaguely
terrified” about the still-present danger of
catching COVID-19. “I know it’s a chore,
but this request really is a small one: please
wear a mask when you come to our shows,”
he wrote, noting that a good friend of his has
just come down with long COVID, which
served as “a vivid reminder that this situation is not over.”
The New York show was their very first
one back and Flansburgh said “we have all
waited a long time for this, and our team has
worked tirelessly to keep these shows on the
books. It would be super-unfortunate for it
all to be leading to infections for anyone —
you, the band, the crew — all of us.”

As previously reported, Bush’s original
rules the latest tally thanks to 18,300 downloads sold, a 29,453% blast from a nominal
total. It returns to multiple June 11-dated
charts sparked by its prominent sync in the
fourth season of Netflix’s Stranger Things,
which premiered May 27.
Myers’ “Hill” initially reached the chart
for eight weeks in late 2019/early 2020,
peaking at No. 17. Placebo’s “Hill,” meanwhile, last appeared for one week – 11 years
to the day, on the June 11, 2011, survey – at
its No. 15 high.
Myers’ rendition also makes Rock Digital
Song Sales, revisiting its best rank at No. 15.
In addition to their sales success, both
tracks sport streaming gains. Myers’ version
earned 709,000 official U.S. streams in the
latest tracking week, up 442% from 131,000,
while Placebo’s accumulated 375,000
streams, up 363% from 81,000.
Placebo’s version bubbled under the U.S.based Billboard Hot 100 in 2007 following
its inclusion in The OC‘s fourth-season premiere. Myers’ update hit No. 1 on Billboard‘s
Alternative Airplay chart for two weeks in
February 2020, capping a record 42-week
rise to the summit.
As previously reported, Bush’s “Hill”
bounds back onto the Hot 100 at No. 8, a
new high after it originally reached No. 30
in November 1985.

Meg Myers’ &
Placebo’s ‘Running
Up That Hill’
Covers Return to
StumpFest
Billboard Charts
Returns This Year
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD
to Benefit St.
ate Bush‘s original “Running
Up That Hill (A Deal With
Jude’s

K

God)” isn’t the only version of
her 1985 classic to appear on
the Billboard charts dated June 11, as a pair
of covers of the tune reach the Alternative
Digital Song Sales list.
Meg Myers‘ 2019 rendition re-enters the
chart at No. 10 with 1,200 downloads sold in
the May 27-June 2 tracking week, while Placebo‘s 2003 take returns at No. 18 with 800
sold, according to Luminate. The versions
soar by 3,240% and 1,897% in sales, respectively, from May 20-26.

to Stumpf. Past performers at the event
include Anna Nalick, Antigone Rising, Garrison Starr, the Kennedys, Madi Diaz and
will.i.am.
“StumpFest gives me the ability to unite
my two core passions: music and helping
kids,” Stumpf said in a statement. “The
festival is typically super casual, with artists
hopping up onstage with one another —and
of course, I play some harmonica with all
of them. The ability to use my connections
and reputation in the music industry to have
artists of such a high caliber donate their
time might be the most rewarding thing I’ve
achieved in my career.”
Stumpf, who founded Atlas Music Publishing and has been an executive at Cherry
Lane Music, MYC.com, and Capitol Records, has just formed a new start-up called
Hawkeye Music Group. He says Stumpfest
reminds him of what’s most important: giving back.
Anna Nalick, an artist who played StumpFest 20 years ago calls the event a “celebration of togetherness” for a good cause with
music at the helm. She adds in a statement,
“St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital
does an exemplary job of staying at the forefront of what science and medicine can do
to improve and save the lives of their young
patients. Here’s to 20 more years of support
from StumpFest!”
Learn more about StumpFest here.

Here Are All 30
Peabody Award
Winners For 2022
BY PAUL GREIN

BY ED CHRISTMAN

S

tumpFest, the family-friendly
music event run by industry executive Richard Stumpf, turns 20 this
year as it returns to Westchester,
NY on July 30, following a two-year COVID19-related hiatus.
The event has raised thousands of dollars for St. Jude’s Children’s Research
Hospital over the past 10 years, according

T

wo music documentaries — Hulu’s Summer of Soul (…Or When
The Revolution Could Not Be Televised) and PBS’s Mr. SOUL! – were
among the 30 programs that received Peabody Awards in 2022.
Questlove directed Summer of Soul,
a look at the unjustly overlooked 1969
Harlem Cultural Festival. Melissa Haizlip
directed Mr. Soul!, a fond look at her uncle,
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Ellis Haizlip, who was the creator, producer
and host of the 1968-73 TV series Soul!. Alicia Keys presented the award to Summer
of Soul. Morgan Freeman presented the
award to Mr. Soul!
The 30 winners of the 82nd Annual Peabody Awards were named during a multiday virtual celebration from June 6 through
June 9. The winners were chosen unanimously by a board of 19 jurors from more
than 1,200 entries submitted from television, streaming media, and podcasts/radio.
“Whether exposing injustice, detailing
uncomfortable truths, or making us laugh
uncontrollably, all of the winners demonstrated how to tell a compelling story,” said
Jeffrey Jones, executive director of Peabody.
“With an ongoing pandemic, political obstructionism, and senseless wars continuing
to take and disrupt lives, these programs
pushed past many obstacles to tell important stories that will stand the test of time.
Peabody is proud to honor their incredible
work.”
PBS led with six awards, followed by
HBO/HBO Max with four, Netflix with
three, and Amazon Prime Video, Hulu, and
The New York Times each with two. Additional winning networks and platforms
include ABC, FX, KUSA, NBC News, NPR,
Peacock, Rumble Strip, and VICE.
“Fresh Air with Terry Gross” was this
year’s Institutional Award winner. Veteran
journalist Dan Rather was named winner
of the Peabody Career Achievement Award.
Dozhd, also known as TV Rain, the independent Russian television channel blocked by
state authorities for its coverage of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, won the Peabody
Award for Journalistic Integrity.
The Peabody Awards are based at the
Grady College of Journalism and Mass Communication at the University of Georgia.
To see video presentations and acceptances, go here.
Here’s a complete list of 2022 Peabody
Award winners:
Institutional Winner
“Fresh Air with Terry Gross”
Career Achievement Award
Dan Rather
Peabody Award for Journalistic Integrity

TV Rain/Dozhd
Arts
Summer of Soul (…Or When The Revolution Could Not Be Televised) (Hulu / Searchlight Pictures / Onyx Collective)
Entertainment
Bo Burnham: Inside (Netflix)
Dopesick (Hulu)
Hacks (HBO/HBO Max)
Reservation Dogs (FX)
Sort Of (CBC/HBO Max)
The Underground Railroad (Amazon
Prime Video)
We Are Lady Parts (Peacock and Channel
4)
The Wonder Years (ABC)
Documentary
Exterminate All the Brutes (HBO/HBO
Max)
High on the Hog: How African American
Cuisine Transformed America (Netflix)
In the Same Breath (HBO/HBO Max)
Mayor (PBS)
Mr. SOUL! (PBS)
My Name is Pauli Murray (Amazon Prime
Video)
Philly D.A. (PBS)
A Thousand Cuts (PBS / GBH / FRONTLINE)
Podcast/Radio
“Finn and the Bell” (Rumble Strip)
“Southlake” (NBC News)
“Throughline: Afghanistan: The Center of
the World” (NPR)
News
“The Appointment” (ABC News)
“Day of Rage: How Trump Supporters Took the U.S. Capitol” (The New York
Times)
“Escaping Eritrea” (PBS / GBH / FRONTLINE)
“January 6th Reporting” (PBS NewsHour)
“NBC Bay Area: ‘The Moms of Magnolia Street’ & ‘No Man’s Land: Fighting for
Fatherhood in a Broken System’” (NBC Bay
Area)
“Politically Charged” (ABC15 Arizona)
“PRONE” (KUSA)
“‘So They Know We Existed’: Palestinians
Film War in Gaza” (The New York Times)
“Transnational” (VICE News Tonight)
Children’s & Youth
City of Ghosts (Netflix)

Lil Nas X
Continues to Call
Out BET, Replying
to Tweet Accusing
Network of Being
‘Homophobic’
BY RANIA ANIFTOS

L

il Nas X is continuing to take aim
at BET after the he was not nominated for the upcoming 2022 BET
Awards.
The “Old Town Road” star took to Twitter on Wednesday (June 8) to reply to a fan
tweet that reads, “BET is homophobic like
you’re being dense if you don’t think it’s
cause Lil Nas X is gay. No way Industry Baby
wasn’t even nominated for Best Collaboration. That song was huge last year.”
“Funny thing is industry baby was the
biggest song me & jack released last year in
the eligibility period but only one of us got a
nomination,” Lil Nas X replied. His “Industry Baby” collaborator Jack Harlow is
nominated in the best male hip-hop artist
category for this year’s ceremony.
Lil Nas X’s continued remarks against
BET come one day after the network issued a statement in response to his original
tweet expressing his displeasure about not
being included in the June 1 nominations
announcement. “We love Lil Nas X,” the
statement read. “He was nominated for a
best new artist BET Award in 2020, and
we proudly showcased his extraordinary
talent and creativity on the show twice: He
performed ‘Old Town Road’ with Billy Ray
Cyrus at BET Awards 2019 and his BET
Awards 2021 performance was a highlight of
our show. No one cheered louder that night
than BET.”
“Unfortunately, this year, he was not
nominated by BET’s voting academy, which
is comprised of an esteemed group of nearly
500 entertainment professionals in the
fields of music, television, film, digital mar-
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keting, sports journalism, public relations,
influencers, and creative arts,” the statement
continued. “No one from BET serves as a
member of the voting academy. At BET, we
are passionate advocates for the wonderful
diversity that exists within our community. We are committed to using all of our
platforms to provide visibility and inclusion
for all of the many intersections of the Black
community.”
“thank you bet awards. an outstanding zero nominations again,” he wrote in
his first since-deleted tweet, adding a
sarcastic “black excellence!”
Lil Nas also spoke at the time about how it
feels like he’s fighting an uphill battle most
of the time, even with the success he’s already achieved. “doesn’t even have to be me
nominated,” he wrote. “i just feel like black
gay ppl have to fight to be seen in this world
and even when we make it to the top mfs try
to pretend we are invisible.”

Dirtybird
Campout West
Coast 2022
Announces Phase
One Artist Lineup:
See Who’s Playing

More artists will be announced in the
coming months.
Designed to mimic the summer sleepaway
camp of your youth (albeit with vastly fewer
rules), the fall event will also feature nearly
50 activities including dodgeball, a .5km
floaty race, tug-of-war, comedy and talent shows, a beatbox competition, spelling
bee, bingo, deep house yoga and more. The
lakeside campout will introduce a new third
stage, The Hideout, which will feature all
night music and sunrise sets. Tickets for the
fest are on sale now.
VonStroke (real name Barclay Crenshaw)
founded the Dirtybird label in 2005 and it
has since become of the most beloved indie
brands in the U.S. scene. “I’m nonstop pushing the team to do new stuff and try crazy
ideas, and Aundy is really great at looking at
it, telling me to run the numbers and what
we can actually do,” Crenshaw told Billboard of his wife Aundy, Dirtybird’s COO, in
2020. “It’s almost like my balloon is floating
away and she’s grabbing the string and
grounding me.”

Here Are All the
Performers &
Presenters for the
2022 Tony Awards
BY PAUL GREIN

BY KATIE BAIN

T

he dependably playful Dirtybird Campout is returning with a
white-hot lineup for its upcoming
West Coast iteration.
Happening this Oct. 7-9 at the Modesto
Reservoir Campgrounds in central California, the event will feature music from
twin sister duo Coco & Breezy, bass stars
such as Eprom, Goldie, The Librarian and
Mary Droppinz, house mongers including
VNNSA, Walker & Royce and Mz Worthy
and, of course, Dirtybird founder Claude
VonStroke, who’ll be playing under that
moniker and as part his Get Real project
with Green Velvet.

T

ony winners Bernadette Peters and Billy Porter are among
the performers set for the 75th
annual Tony Awards, which will
air Sunday (June 12) from Radio City Music
Hall in New York.
The show will include performances
from all six of this year’s nominees for best
musical (Girl From the North Country, MJ,
Mr. Saturday Night, Paradise Square, Six: The
Musical and A Strange Loop) and two of the
three nominees for best revival of a musical
(Company and The Music Man). The show
will not include a performance from the
third nominee in that category, Caroline, or
Change.

The ceremony will also include a special
reunion performance by the original cast
members of the 2007 musical Spring Awakening. The show was nominated for 11 Tony
Awards and won eight, including best
musical.
The New York City Gay Men’s Chorus is
also set to perform on the Tonys.
Emmy winners Darren Criss and Julianne Hough will co-host The Tony Awards:
Act One, one hour of exclusive content
streaming live on Paramount+ from 7-8 p.m.
ET/4-5 p.m. PT. Immediately following,
Oscar winner and Tony nominee Ariana
DeBose will host The 75th Annual Tony
Awards, airing live coast-to-coast from 8-11
p.m. ET/5-8 p.m. PT on CBS, and streaming
live and on demand on Paramount+.
Paris Jackson and Prince Jackson, children of Michael Jackson, whose legacy is
saluted in the Tony-nominated musical, MJ,
are set as presenters. Other presenters include Jessica Chastain, who won an Oscar in
March for The Eyes of Tammy Faye; 11-time
Emmy winner Ru Paul Charles; Aaron Tveit,
Adrienne Warren, Danny Burstein and
David Alan Grier, who won Tonys last year;
previous Tony Awards hosts Nathan Lane
and Peters; Broadway legend Chita Rivera;
and Lin-Manuel Miranda, who has moved
from Broadway success to conquering all
spheres of entertainment like few performers since Barbra Streisand followed the
same trajectory in the 1960s.
A Strange Loop, the Pulitzer Prize winning musical with book, music and lyrics
by Michael R. Jackson, led the 2022 Tony
nominations, which were announced on
May 9. The show received 11 nods, followed
by MJ and Paradise Square, with 10 nods
each. MJ is a jukebox musical built around
Jackson’s music. Paradise Square is based
on Hard Times, conceived by Larry Kirwan,
which was originally presented a decade ago
Off Off Broadway.
The 2021-22 eligibility season began Aug.
1, 2021, and ended Wednesday, May 4, 2022.
A total of 34 eligible shows opened in that
time frame – 12 new plays, nine new musicals, nine revivals of plays, and four revivals
of musicals.
Ricky Kirshner and Glenn Weiss are
executive producers of the Tony Awards for
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White Cherry Entertainment. Weiss will
also serve as director. The Tony Awards are
presented by The Broadway League and the
American Theatre Wing.
Performers
The New York City Gay Men’s Chorus
Bernadette Peters
Billy Porter
Cast, Girl from the North Country
Cast, MJ
Cast, Mr. Saturday Night
Cast, Paradise Square
Cast, Six: The Musical
Cast, A Strange Loop
Cast, Company
Cast, The Music Man
Presenters
Utkarsh Ambudkar
Skylar Astin
Zach Braff
Danielle Brooks
Danny Burstein
Len Cariou
RuPaul Charles
Jessica Chastain
Lilli Cooper
Bryan Cranston
Wilson Cruz
Colman Domingo
Anthony Edwards
Cynthia Erivo
Raúl Esparza
Laurence Fishburne
Andrew Garfield
Renée Elise Goldsberry
Tony Goldwyn
David Alan Grier
Vanessa Hudgens
Jennifer Hudson
Paris Jackson
Prince Jackson
Samuel L Jackson
Nathan Lane
Telly Leung
Judith Light
Josh Lucas
Gaten Matarazzo
Ruthie Ann Miles
Patina Miller
Lin-Manuel Miranda
Bebe Neuwirth
Kelli O’Hara
Sarah Paulson

Bernadette Peters
Jeremy Pope
Billy Porter
LaTanya Richardson Jackson
Chita Rivera
Tony Shalhoub
Phillipa Soo
Sarah Silverman
George Takei
Aaron Tveit
Adrienne Warren
Patrick Wilson
Bowen Yang
For more information on tickets to
the 2022 Tony Awards, visit: www.
TonyAwards.com/tickets.
For additional information on the 2022
Tony Awards, visit www.TonyAwards.
com and follow @TheTonyAwards on Twitter, Instagram, TikTok and Facebook.

Elton John &
Dua Lipa’s ‘Cold
Heart’ Hits New
Milestone Atop
Hot Dance/
Electronic Songs
Chart
BY GORDON MURRAY

E

lton John and Dua Lipa‘s “Cold
Heart (PNAU Remix)” earns a 34th
week at No. 1 on Billboard’s multimetric Hot Dance/Electronic
Songs chart (dated June 11). With its latest
week on top, it passes Zedd, Maren Morris
and Grey’s “The Middle” (33 weeks at No. 1,
2018) for the second-most time spent at No.
1 since the chart began in January 2013. Only
Marshmello and Bastille’s “Happier” has led
longer: for 69 weeks in 2018-20.
“Heart” drew 23.4 million all-format radio
airplay audience impressions and 8.4 million
U.S. streams and sold 3,300 downloads in
the May 27-June 2 tracking week, according

to Luminate.
Here’s a tally of the tracks that have accumulated 20 or more weeks at No. 1 on the
survey.
Most Weeks at No. 1, Hot Dance/Electronic Songs
Weeks at No. 1, Title, Artist(s) (Years)
69, “Happier,” Marshmello & Bastille
(2018-20)
34, “Cold Heart (PNAU Remix),” Elton
John & Dua Lipa (2021-22)
33, “The Middle,” Zedd, Maren Morris &
Grey (2018)
27, “Closer,” The Chainsmokers feat.
Halsey (2016-17)
26, “Wake Me Up!,” Avicii (2013-14)
25, “Something Just Like This,” The
Chainsmokers & Coldplay (2017)
23, “Roses (Imanbek Remix),” SAINt JHN
(2020)
23, “Lean On,” Major Lazer & DJ Snake
feat. MO (2015-16)
Concurrently, “Heart” claims a recordextending 42nd week at No. 1 Dance/Electronic Digital Song Sales (ahead of “Happier,” with 32 frames on top). On Dance/
Electronic Streaming Songs, “Heart” adds a
30th frame at No. 1, tying The Chainsmokers’ “Closer,” featuring Halsey, in 2016-17, for
the fourth-longest reign (a rundown ruled
by “Happier”: 65 weeks).
“Heart” logged 14 weeks atop Dance/Mix
Show Airplay in October-January, tied (with
Rihanna’s “We Found Love,” featuring Calvin Harris, for the sixth-most weeks spent
at No. 1 dating to the list’s 2003 launch). On
the Billboard Hot 100, “Heart” reached No.
7 in January, enabling John’s record span of
top 10 appearances.
M.I.A. not M.I.A.
Elsewhere on Hot Dance/Electronic
Songs, M.I.A.’s “The One” arrives as the
chart’s top debut at No. 29, courtesy of
518,000 official U.S. streams. From her
forthcoming sixth studio album, the track
marks her ninth appearance and first since
2016’s “Go Off” (No. 25 peak). M.I.A. boasts
four No. 1s on the Top Dance/Electronic
Albums chart, from Kala (19 weeks at No. 1,
2007-08) through Aim (2016).
Eurythmics, KISS hits revived
Producer REZZ zips to her 10th Hot
Dance/Electronic Songs entry and singer
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fknsyd scores her second (both with REZZ)
with their take on the Eurythmics’ “Sweet
Dreams (Are Made of This),” new at No. 42
with 335,000 streams. Notably, the track was
the 10th-most played track at EDC Las
Vegas 2022, according to data provided by
DJ Monitor. Eurythmics’ original “Dreams”
topped the Hot 100 for a week in September
1983.
Speaking of new takes on classics, Oliver
Heldens notches his seventh Hot Dance/
Electronic Songs appearance, featured legend Nile Rodgers earns his ninth, and fellow
featured act House Gospel Choir collects
its second, with the No. 46 arrival of “I Was
Made for Lovin’ You.” The remake of the
KISS original, which hit No. 11 on the Hot
100 in August 1979 (representing a notable
disco turn for the glam rockers), starts with
313,000 streams.
‘Home’ Run
On the Dance/Mix Show Airplay chart,
Swedish House Mafia soars to its sixth top
10 and Connie Constance posts her first
with “Heaven Takes You Home” (13-8).
The collab is collecting core-dance airplay
on Music Choice’s Dance/EDM Channel,
KMVQ-HD2 San Francisco and Channel Q,
among others. (The Dance/Mix Show Airplay chart measures radio airplay on a select
group of full-time dance stations, along with
plays during mix shows on around 70 top
40-formatted reporters.)

Aimer, SixTONES
& YOASOBI Lead
Billboard Japan
Mid-Year Charts
BY BILLBOARD JAPAN

A

imer, SixTONES and YOASOBI are leading in their respective
categories on Billboard Japan’s
2022 mid-year charts, rounding
up the weeks of Nov. 29, 2021 through May
29, 2022.
On the just-unveiled lists, Aimer’s “Zankyosanka” is the No. 1 song on the Japan

Hot 100, while the Johnny’s boy band SixTONES’ CITY is the No. 1 album for the first
half of this chart year. YOASOBI returns as
Top Artist for the charting period.
Aimer’s “Zankyosanka” is featured as the
opener of the phenomenally popular anime
series Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba’s
entertainment district story arc. The song
was released digitally on Dec. 6, 2021, the
day after the anime premiered on TV, and
launched at No. 1 for radio airplay, downloads, and video views. It went on to top
the Japan Hot 100 for a total of nine weeks,
ruling the mid-year tally with an overwhelming lead.
“I’m just so happy that so many people
have listened to this song,” says the songstress on her accomplishment. “I’d like
to keep on pursuing music and continue
to stand on stages I’ve never experienced
before, and also to deliver songs to each and
every person who listens to me for as long as
I can keep singing.”
At No. 2 on the mid-year list is Yuuri’s
“Betelgeuse,” and King Gnu’s “Ichizu”
comes in at No. 3. The former is the theme
of the highly acclaimed drama series SUPER
RICH, and the latter is the theme of the
blockbuster anime film Jujutsu Kaisen 0
The Movie.
SixTONES — pronounced “Stones” — top
the mid-year Japan Hot Albums chart
for the second time in its career after its
debut album 1ST ruled last year’s midyear tally. The six-member band’s second
album CITY sold 562,717 copies during the
tallying period to rule physical sales and
look-ups, which counts the number of times
a CD is ripped to a computer.
“We’re so happy to hear that our album CITY has reached No. 1. Thank you
so much,” says SixTONES member Jesse.
“CITY is an album based on concepts
including ‘city’ and ‘time,’ and we think it’s
an interesting set filled with the group’s
appeal that’s different from our first album.
It’s a great honor to have the music we’ve
worked so hard on as SixTONES being
recognized in this way, and it also reminded
us to continue working even harder from
now on. We’ll keep doing our best to bring
SixTONES’ music to even more people in
the future!”

Ado’s Kyogen comes in at No. 2 and Nogizaka46’s Time Flies at No. 3 on the mid-year
albums chart.
YOASOBI also returns as top artist on the
mid-year Japan Artist 100 chart, compiled
from the results of the Japan Hot 100 and
Hot Albums charts. The breakout duo
continues to enjoy long-running popularity with hits like “Gunjo” (No. 11 on the
mid-year song chart), “Yoru ni kakeru” (No.
14), and “Kaibutsu” (No. 15), and its two EPs
called THE BOOK (No. 24 on the mid-year
albums chart) and THE BOOK 2 (No. 4)
are still high up on the chart. With a total
of eight songs and two EPs on the midyear lists, strength in streaming (No. 1) and
downloads (No. 3), plus good performance
in video views (No. 6), karaoke (No. 6), CD
sales (No. 12), and Twitter mentions (No.
18), the pair have become top artist again
after being crowned on last year’s mid-year
tally.
“I’m elated,” says producer Ayase. “Last
year, we topped the mid-year chart but
finished at No. 2 on the year-end list, which
was really disappointing. In the past six
months, ‘Mr.’ was our only new release, so
I’m surprised and glad at the same time.
There weren’t too many opportunities for
people to come across YOASOBI compared
to before, so I’m really happy that so many
people have been listening to us under those
circumstances.”
Singer ikura adds, “I’m also surprised
and happy. When I look at the charts, THE
BOOK and THE BOOK 2 are still there, and
I really get the sense that many people have
been listening to them for a long time. It
makes me so happy.”
Yuuri comes in at No. 2 with five songs
charting on the Japan Hot 100, and BTS follow at No. 3 with hits like “Butter” (No. 9 on
the mid-year list) and “Dynamite” (No. 12)
still going strong.
The first half of the year was characterized by long-running hits enjoying synergy
from high-profile tie-ins, as well as a rush of
newcomers including Macaroni Enpitsu’s
“Nandemonaiyo,” (No. 5), Saucy Dog’s
“Cinderella Boy” (No. 7), and Tani Yuuki’s
“W/X/Y” (No. 17), whose songs were independent of tie-ins but catapulted to virality
through TikTok and then collecting streams
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and downloads on major platforms. This
year’s mid-year results are fascinating in the
sense that they visualize the rapid expansion of a market inaccessible through existing strategies.
Billboard JAPAN Hot 100 Mid-Year
Chart 2022
1. “Zankyosanka” / Aimer
2. “Betelgeuse” / Yuuri
3. “Ichizu” / King Gnu
4. “Dry Flower” / Yuuri
5. “Nandemonaiyo” / Macaroni Empitsu
6. “Sakayume” / King Gnu
7. “Cinderella Boy” / Saucy Dog
8. “Suiheisen” / back number
9. “Butter” / BTS
10. “Cry Baby” / Official HIGE DANdism
Billboard JAPAN Hot Albums Mid-Year
Chart 2022
1. CITY / SixTONES
2. Kyogen / Ado
3. Time flies / Nogizaka46
4. THE BOOK 2 / YOASOBI
5. KIZUNA / JO1
6. BAD MODE / Hikaru Utada
7. LOVE ALL SERVE ALL / Fujii Kaze
8. Mixed Juice / Johnny’s WEST
9. Mr.Children 2015-2021 & NOW /
Mr.Children
10. Mr.Children 2011-2015 / Mr.Children
Billboard JAPAN Artist 100 Mid-Year
Chart 2022
1. YOASOBI
2. Yuuri
3. BTS
4. King Gnu
5. Official HIGE DANdism
6. Ado
7. Vaundy
8. back number
9. Aimyon
10. Aimer

Five Finger Death
Punch Sets New
Mark for Most
Consecutive
Mainstream Rock
Airplay No. 1s
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

F

ive Finger Death Punch rewrites
the record for the most consecutive No. 1s on Billboard‘s Mainstream Rock Airplay chart with
“Afterlife,” which crowns the June 11-dated
ranking.
The song becomes the Ivan Moody-led
band’s 12th total No. 1 and eighth entry on
the chart in a row to reign.
The group breaks out of a tie with Disturbed and Shinedown, each of whom
racked up seven straight rulers. The former’s streak ran from “The Vengeful One”
in 2015 through “No More” in 2019, ending
when “Hold On to Memories” peaked at
No. 3 in 2020. The latter’s run is ongoing,
from “How Did You Love” in 2017 through
“Planet Zero,” which began an eight-week
command this March; current single “Daylight” has a chance to extend the streak,
debuting at No. 36 on the latest list.
Five Finger Death Punch’s streak began
in September 2018 with “Sham Pain.” Before
“Afterlife,” the group last led for five weeks
beginning in July 2021 with “Darkness
Settles In.”
The band first led Mainstream Rock Airplay overall with “Coming Down” for two
weeks in September 2012. Its debut entry,
“The Bleeding,” became its first of 27 top 10s
in March 2008.
With 12 No. 1s, the band boasts the fourthmost ever on the chart, which began in 1981.
Most No. 1s, Mainstream Rock Airplay
17, Shinedown
16, Three Days Grace
13, Van Halen
12, Five Finger Death Punch

11, Foo Fighters
11, Godsmack
10, Disturbed
10, Metallica
10, Tom Petty (solo and with the Heartbreakers)
10, Volbeat
Concurrently, “Afterlife” pushes 12-11 on
the all-rock-format, audience-based Rock &
Alternative Airplay chart with 2.7 million
audience impressions, up 13%, according to
Luminate.
The song also holds at No. 5, after reaching No. 2, on the multi-metric Hot Hard
Rock Songs survey. In addition to its radio
airplay, it drew 614,000 official U.S. streams
and sold 500 downloads in the May 27-June
2 tracking week.
“Afterlife” is the title-track lead single
from Five Finger Death Punch’s ninth studio
album of the same name, due Aug. 19.

Falling in Reverse’s
‘Voices in My
Head’ Tops Hot
Hard Rock Songs
Chart
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

F

alling in Reverse earns its third
No. 1 on Billboard‘s Hot Hard
Rock Songs chart, as “Voices in
My Head” debuts atop the June
11-dated tally.
Released May 27, “Voices” bows with 1.6
million official U.S. streams and 2,500 downloads sold in the May 27-June 2 tracking
week, according to Luminate.
With its third No. 1, the band ties Bring Me
the Horizon for the most in the brief history
of Hot Hard Rock Songs. Falling in Reverse
crowed the inaugural June 13, 2020-dated
survey with “Popular Monster,” eventually
leading for three weeks, while “Zombified”
has reigned for two frames in 2022.
Concurrently, “Voices” starts at No. 19
on Hot Alternative Songs and No. 26
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on Hot Rock & Alternative Songs, both of
which employ the same multi-metric methodology as Hot Hard Rock Songs.
The track also tops Hard Rock Digital
Song Sales, where it’s Falling in Reverse’s fifth leader, and begins at Nos. 2
and 3, respectively, on Rock Digital Song
Sales and Alternative Digital Song Sales.
“Voices” concurrently enters at No. 30
on Mainstream Rock Airplay. “Zombified”
led for a week in April.
Both “Voices” and “Zombified” are
expected to appear on Falling in Reverse’s
EP Neon Zombie, which does not yet have an
announced release date.

Kylie Minogue
Brings Her Rosé
to America After
Sales Pop Off In
U.K.: ‘We Believe
In This Brand
Growing’
BY JOE LYNCH

M

onday night isn’t usually turnup time, but on June 6, Kylie
Minogue brought a double
dose of her effervescent energy
to Manhattan’s intimate Café Carlyle. Not
only did the Aussie pop icon reimagine a
handful of her dance-pop classics for the
stripped-down, chic cabaret setting, but she
officially popped the cork stateside on Kylie Minogue Wines, which is now hitting
American markets after making a big
splash in the U.K.
If the crowd of friends and fans (including
Lucy Liu, Christian Siriano and Dion Lee)
was a touch starstruck to be feet away from
Ms. Minogue when she began cooing the
familiar la-la-la’s of signature hit “Can’t Get
You Out of My Head,” Kylie herself was a bit
awed by the whole experience.
“It was a genuine pinch-me moment,” she

tells Billboard the next day, relaxing on a
sofa in the Carlyle Hotel in an elegant floral
print dress (while she offers wine to guests,
her glass – with a Watch What Happens
Live guest spot just hours away – is filled
with water). “I have those moments where
I think, ‘you’re just that little kid from Melbourne who fantasized about doing something, anything in the industry one day.’”
Minogue, of course, has enjoyed quite a
varied career, acting in everything from hit
soap operas to Moulin Rouge while racking
up sales to the tune of 80 million records
worldwide and earning 14 No. 1 on Dance
Club Songs. And like any self-respecting pop
star, she’s dabbled in the world of branding – although she readily admits that not all
partnerships are created equal.
“I won’t say (what), but some things I’ve
done, at that point in time, it made sense or
I needed to do it. But – if I could turn back
time,” she sings, putting some Kylie flair on
the Cher classic. “But hey — you win some,
you lose some.”
In the win category, inarguably, is her
pairing with the London-based Benchmark
Drinks on her own rosé. In less than two
years, she’s sold five million bottles, seen
her rosé prosecco become the top-selling
branded prosecco rosé in the U.K. and won
a Golden Vine Award for entrepreneurship.
She attributes the runaway success of the
brand – which first crossed her mind when
a beam of sunlight caught a glass of rosé she
was enjoying in Nashville while recording
2018’s Golden – to the fact that this partnership draws on her genuine affection for
drink in question.
“This is not just a collab with whatever.
We believe in this brand growing,” she says.
“People can sniff authenticity. They just
know it. There would have been zero point
doing it if I wasn’t really invested in it and
felt like it could do something and reach
people.”
With a rosé-favoring palette and a “detail
obsessive” approach to business matters,
Minogue worked with Benchmark’s managing director Paul Schaafsma to select her
wine brand portfolio (three of her nine rosés
are available in markets that include California, Florida, New York, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Texas and Ohio), saying it was

“kismet” that brought them together.
While Minogue owns that she’s a newcomer to the wine industry, her decades
in the entertainment world taught her not
to “bowl into an industry” and expect to
be treated like a star just “because you’re
famous and respected in another industry.
Pay your respects and earn your stripes and
open yourself up to learning about something else.” (With a smirk, she acknowledges
that immersing herself in the world of
vineyards and winemakers is “not the worst
day at work.”)
But even with all the research and planning that went into this venture, Minogue
cops to having some trepidation about
launching it in the U.K. back in 2020, just as
the pandemic was taking hold. “With [my
2020 album] Disco and the wine, I thought,
‘Is it insensitive to release anything that represents joy in that time?’” Minogue did, of
course, launch both the wine and the album
that year, and fans’ response to the Disco album mirrored the British consumer response to her rosé; during uncertain, stressful times, a bubbly burst of excitement – be
it in a glass bottle or three-minute dancepop anthems – was a welcome release.
“The Disco album, it turns out, touched a lot
of people. Every time someone tells me that,
it means a lot to me,” Minogue says.
As for new music, she says she’s getting
back into the studio this July, noting that
an unexpected upside of lockdown was
learning how to self-record on equipment at
home: “It means I can record late, which I
like to do,” she adds. And whenever the next
tour comes, might bottles of Kylie Minogue
Rosé be on hand at the tour stops? “It’s like
you took the words right out of my mouth,”
she laughs.
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Kanye West &
XXXTentacion’s
‘True Love’ Debuts
in Top 5 on Hot
R&B/Hip-Hop
Songs Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

K

anye West and the late XXXTentacion score a top 10
debut on Billboard’s Hot R&B/
Hip-Hop Songs chart as “True
Love” starts at No. 5 on the list dated June
11. The song was originally on West’s Donda
2 album, which was released in February
exclusively on West’s stem player device. It
was then distributed widely on streaming
services and digital retailers via Bad Vibes
Forever/Columbia Records on May 27, one
day after an XXXTentacion documentary, Look at Me, premiered on Hulu.
In addition to its Donda 2 appearance,
“True Love” is expected on XXXTentacion’s
upcoming Look at Me: The Album, due Friday (June 10). The set is the third posthumous release from the rapper-singer, who
was murdered in 2018.
For its first widely available week, “True
Love” earned 12.7 million official U.S.
streams in the week ending June 2, according to Luminate, and opens at No. 4 on
the R&B/Hip-Hop Streaming Songs chart.
It also sold 3,000 downloads in the same
period, enough to begin at No. 6 on R&B/
Hip-Hop Digital Song Sales. Radio airplay
generated 1.8 million in U.S. radio audience.
On individual airplay charts, the rhythmic sector pays the biggest chart dividends.
On Rhythmic Airplay, “True Love” debuts
at No. 34. The song also appeared on
the R&B/Hip-Hop Airplay list, with a No.
40 start last week, but falls off the list in its
second week.
“True Love” gives West his 39th top 10 on
Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs, and his 19th of
those to debut in the region. The superstar’s

39 top 10s ranks eighth on the all-time list,
which Drake leads with 101 top 10s in his
career.
For XXXTentacion, “True Love” secures
the fifth top 10 for the late rapper/singer.
Here’s a look at his top 10 collection on Hot
R&B/Hip-Hop Songs:
Song Title, Artist (if other than XXXTentacion), Peak Position, Peak Date
“Sad!,” No. 1 (one week), June 30, 2018
“Moonlight,” No. 9, July 7, 2018
“Don’t Cry,” Lil Wayne featuring XXXTentacion, No. 4, Oct. 13, 2018
“Bad!,” No. 7, Nov. 24, 2018
“True Love, with Kanye West, No. 5 (to
date), June 11, 2022
Elsewhere, “True Love” debuts at No. 4
on the Hot Rap Songs chart and at No. 22
on the all-genre Billboard Hot 100.

Yung Miami
Partners With
Diddy’s REVOLT
for New Series
‘Caresha Please’:
Watch the Trailer
BY DARLENE ADEROJU

Y

ung Miami has an all-new deal
with Sean “Diddy” Combs’ multimedia company REVOLT.
On Wednesday (June 8),
REVOLT announced that Yung Miami —
one-half of fan-favorite hip-hop duo City
Girls — will host a new series titled Caresha
Please.
The series is set to kick off Thursday at 5
p.m. ET, premiering with an intimate conversation with Diddy during which the pair
will discuss their careers, Diddy’s new label
and “passion project helping to bring back
R&B” Love Records, their friendship, dating,
family and more candid topics.
Yung Miami (née Caresha Brownlee) said
in a statement ahead of the premiere, “Be
ready to be entertained, you never know

who may pop up, all things go on Caresha
Please. Nothing is off limits.”
Diddy, founder and chairman of REVOLT,
added, “REVOLT is about giving a platform
to the most authentic and disruptive voices
in Hip Hop that move the culture. Yung
Miami is not only a superstar artist, she’s
also unapologetically herself and brings a
perspective woman around the world can
relate to, which is why I’m excited to bring
her podcast to life.”
Caresha Please, executive produced by
Yung Miami, Diddy and Quality Films, will
give listeners and viewers a fresh new perspective as the female lyricist leads conversations with some of hip-hop’s biggest stars.
Premiering Thursday on REVOLT, the
series will also be available for listening
on all major podcast platforms. Caresha
Please will air on the REVOLT app, YouTube channel and watchREVOLT.com.

Carlos Vives
& Camilo’s
‘Baloncito Viejo’
Rises to No. 1 on
Tropical Airplay
Chart
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

C

arlos Vives and Camilo’s latest
collaboration “Baloncito Viejo”
lands atop Billboard’s Tropical
Airplay chart as the song jumps
2-1 on the June 11-dated ranking.
The move puts Vives back on the top of
the tally as he last scored a champ in August
2019 when “Si Me Das Tu Amor,” with Wisin, climbed 3-1 in its 20th week. He clocks
his ninth No. 1, meanwhile, Camilo secures
his second.
“Baloncito Viejo” jumps from No. 2 after
a 42 percent surge in audience impressions,
to 9.1 million, earned in the U.S. in the week
ending June 5, according to Luminate. The
duo sends another pair to the runner-up
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slot: Prince Royce and Maria Becerra’s
“Te Espero” dips 1-2 with 8.5 million impressions after its two-week reign.
“Baloncito,” released March 2 via Sony
Music Latin/WK, leads in 13th week. It’s the
fourth track in 2022 to have landed at the
summit in at least 10 weeks or more. Here’s
the recap:
Weeks to No. 1, Title, Artist, Peak Date
12, “Te Espero,” Prince Royce & Maria
Becerra, May 28
13, “Baloncito Viejo,” Carlos Vives & Camilo, June 11
17, “Mala,” Marc Anthony, March 12
17 weeks, “La Fama,” Rosalia Featuring
The Weeknd, May 14
Over on Latin Airplay, “Baloncito”
barely misses the top, climbing 10-2 in its
10th week. It’s the closest Vives has been to
No. 1 since also “Si Me Das Tu Amor” gifted
him his 15th win in 2019. It’s a different
setting for Camilo as he last captured a No.
1 less than a year ago when “Millones” ruled
the overall Latin survey for one week in July
2021.
“Baloncito” concurrently makes progress
on Latin Pop Airplay. It rises 2-1 as the
Greatest Gainer of the week.

launched with 432,829 copies, suggesting that the group is steadily expanding its
fanbase.
YOASOBI’s second offering from its collaborative project with four Naoki Prizewinning Japanese authors debuts at No. 8 on
this week’s chart. The single called “Sukida”
was inspired by the story by Eto Mori
entitled “Hikari no tane” (“Seed of Light”).
The track comes in at No. 3 for downloads
and radio, No. 39 for streaming and No. 58
for Twitter. The first song in this collaborative series, inspired by the story by Rio
Shimamoto, launched at No. 11 on the Japan Hot 100, so it appears the new project is
becoming better known to listeners.
Official HIGE DANdism’s “Mixed Nuts”
returns to No. 2 for the fourth time on the
Japan Hot 100 this week. Though the figures
dropped slightly from 9,911,154 to 9,798,836
weekly streams, the Spy x Family opener
holds at No. 1 for the metric for the seventh
consecutive week. At No. 3 is Kenshi Yonezu’s Shin Ultraman theme “M87,” which
scores its third week at No. 1 for downloads.
The Billboard Japan Hot 100 combines
physical and digital sales, audio streams,
radio airplay, Twitter mentions, YouTube
and GYAO! video views, Gracenote look-ups
and karaoke data.
Check out the full Billboard Japan Hot
100 chart, tallying the week from May 30 to
June 5, here.

Hinatazaka46
Hits No. 1, Official
HIGE DANdism
Tenacious
Returns to No. 2
D Crank Up
on Japan Hot 100
Who Medley
BY BILLBOARD JAPAN
to Support
inatazaka46’s “Bokunanka”
soars 31-1 on this week’s BillEverytown For
board Japan Hot 100, on the
tally released June 8.
Gun Safety

H

The girl group’s seventh single sold
478,142 copies to rule physical sales and
look-ups, while also coming in at No. 8 for
downloads, No. 42 for streaming, No. 7 for
Twitter mentions, and No. 50 for radio airplay. “Bokunanka” sold 40,000 more copies
in its first week than its predecessor, which

BY GIL KAUFMAN

W

ith politicians caught in
the predictable deaf, dumb
and blind loop of entropic
inaction in the wake of

the latest wave of horrific mass shootings,
only Tenacious D can save us. Well, maybe
not save, but at least gleefully entertain us
while raising some money for an organization that is trying to turn the tide against the
flood of dangerous weapons on American
streets.
Jack Black and Kyle Gass cranked up
their way-back machine this week for a
rollicking medley of Who covers in support of Everytown for Gun Safety, ripping
through “Pinball Wizard,” “There’s a Doctor” and “Go to the Mirror” from side 3 of
the Who’s rock opera Tommy in their own
inimitable style.
“WHO better to deliver a tribute to the
greatest rock opera of all times? Who? The
D! That’s Who!! We’ve been working on
this medley for 20 years. It’s finally ready
to be unleashed. Crank it. It’s a humdinger.
Enjoy,” the duo wrote in promotion of the
hilarious video directed by frequent collaborator Liam Lynch in which Black and
Gass take on a variety of iconic roles from
the all-star 1975 film; you can pre-order the
seven-inch vinyl edition of the covers benefitting Everytown here now.
The pair get dressed up in predictably
silly Tommy drag for the bit, with Black
strapping on the titanically tall boots modeled by Elton John as the Pinball Wizard in
the film — along with the beanie and glittery
glasses — as Gass inhabits Daltrey’s catatonic Tommy Walker for the ripping medley,
which, of course, also mixes in the jokey
rock duo’s penchant for scatting and vigorous dancing.
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Cher & Versace
Team Up for
‘Chersace’ Pride
Collection to
Benefit LGBTQ+
Charity
BY STARR BOWENBANK

C

her is using her voice — and killer fashion sense — to give back to
the LGBTQ+ community.
“Cher and Donatella Versace
unite for Pride Month 2022 as CHERSACE,
creating a limited capsule collection of
styles in benefit of Gender Spectrum, a charity whose work directly assists those within
the LGBTQ+ community,” the capsule’s
official description reads.
Cher posted a snapshot of her wearing
a bedazzled T-shirt from the collection on
Instagram and captioned the image, “Maybe
it’s me, but I think this Versace t-shirt is
kinda giving Cher.”
Donatella Versace was full of support for
her collaborator rocking the collection on
her feed and took to the comments section
of Cher’s post to write, “Yesssss!!! I love you,
Cher…#CHERSACE is ICONIC on you.”
Shop the collection here.

Katy Perry Fronts
Quirky Campaign
for Australian
Food Delivery
Service: Watch
BY LARS BRANDLE

T

hough her physical visits Down
Under are sporadic, Katy Perry is
everywhere in Australia right now,
thanks to a new advertisement for
a food delivery service.
Perry is the fresh face for Menulog, the
Australasian home delivery app which went
all-in for its campaign rollout this week.
The “Firework” star is in her element,
skating, wearing ridiculous outfits (including a cheese helmet) and having a blast in a
visual that could have fallen off the pages of
a Dr Seuss book.
On it, she sings: “A little sushi while I
watch a movie/ Papaya salad while I sing
a ballad/ Need some ice cream, make it a
swirl/ Gotta treat this California girl.”
Menulog launched its new “Did Somebody Say” ad during Wednesday night’s
(June 8) State of Origin opener, a contest in
these parts that’s as big as the Super Bowl,
certainly for the states of Queensland and
New South Wales.
Perry is the latest U.S. chart star to front
a Menulog campaign following Snoop
Dogg’s spin on the jingle.
The music and lyrics were co-created by
Perry, Kris Pooley and creative agency McCann London.
It’s not the first time Perry and food have
come together in Australia. Her 2008 hit
“Hot N Cold” is the theme song for Australia’s Masterchef series, now in its 14th
season.
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Market Watch

A WEEKLY NATIONAL
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORT
Source:

WEEKLY UNIT COUNT
Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption
Units

This
Week*

24,182,708,000

21,077,628,000

3,105,080,000

1,726,000

372,000

3,003,000

17,468,000

Last
Week

24,543,314,000

21,554,233,000

2,989,082,000

1,936,000

387,000

3,032,000

18,009,000

Change

-1.5%

-2.2%

3.9%

-10.9%

-3.9%

-1.0%

-3.0%

This Week
Last Year

21,800,835,000

18,978,279,000

2,822,556,000

2,045,000

486,000

4,010,000

16,326,000

Change

10.9%

11.1%

10.0%

-15.6%

-23.5%

-25.1%

7.0%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending June 2, 2022. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand.

2021

Change

Total On-Demand
Streams

523,388,499,000

469,157,594,000

11.6%

Audio On-Demand
Streams

458,750,677,000

407,597,213,000

12.6%

Digital Track Sales

67,751,000

85,375,000

-20.6%

Album Sales
Albums
Consumption Units

39,338,000
381,394,000

42,746,000
348,003,000

YEAR TO DATE AUDIO
ON-DEMAND STREAMING BY AGE

-8.0%
9.6%

330b
300b

281,020,838,000

2022

335,585,572,000

YEAR TO DATE

ALBUM CONSUMPTION UNITS BY FORMAT

270b
240b
210b

180b

13,949,000

15,873,000

-12.1%

Vinyl Sales

16,311,000

15,689,000

4.0%

Digital Sales

8,863,000

11,010,000

-19.5%

Other Sales

214,000

174,000

23.3%

Track Equivalent

6,775,000

8,538,000

-20.6%

Audio On-Demand
Equivalent

335,281,000

296,720,000

13.0%

Album consumption units — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA)
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.

2022

2021

-2.7%

120b
90b

Catalog

CD Sales

126,576,375,000

Change

123,165,105,000

2021

Current

150b

2022

60b
30b
2022

2021

-19.4%

0
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 06.11.2022

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

2 WKS

HARRY STYLES



2

KID HARPOON

3

TYLER JOHNSON

4

BAD BUNNY

5

LA PACIENCIA





14
15

CHARLIE HANDSOME

16

MORGAN WALLEN

17

ERNEST

7
8
9
10
11
12
13





ASHLEY GORLEY

19

FINATIK

TIE

19

ISAAC DEBONI

21

JOHNNY MCDAID

22

BLAKE SLATKIN

23

LOUIS BELL

TIE

24

KAROL G

TIE

24

OVY ON THE DRUMS











18
TIE










5 WKS
#1

ZACH BRYAN

2

MORGAN WALLEN



3

ERNEST

4

ASHLEY GORLEY





7

MIRANDA LAMBERT

8

BEN MERRITT STENNIS

9

MATT ROGERS

10

SHANE MCANALLY










6 WKS

FUTURE

2

LIL BABY





ATL JACOB
TEMS

TIE

5

KENDRICK LAMAR

TIE

5

SOUNWAVE

7

DRAKE

TIE

8

FINATIK

TIE

8

ISAAC DEBONI

10

SAM DEW










AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

1


3 WKS
#1

TEMS

JOEY MOI

6

TAINY

7

OVY ON THE DRUMS

8

DAVE BAYLEY



TIE

2

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

2

LARRY PRICE

TIE

2

LIZZO

TIE

2

MALCOLM MCLAREN

TIE

2

RICKY REED

TIE

2

RONALD LARKINS

TIE

2

STEPHEN HAGUE

TIE

2

TIE

10

TIE

10

















9

FNZ

10

BLAKE SLATKIN

11

KATE BUSH







12

MATTMAN & ROBIN

13

RICKY REED

14

GREG KURSTIN

15

LOUIS BELL

16

CHARLIE HANDSOME

17

EVAN BLAIR

18

ZACH CROWELL

19

DAVID FANNING

20

DR. LUKE

21

DANN HUFF

22

MICHAEL KNOX

23

TRENT WILLMON

24

RYAN HADLOCK




















VAUGHN OLIVER 




5



RYAN HADLOCK 
DANN HUFF 
MICHAEL KNOX 

6

TRENT WILLMON

7

AUSTIN RAKESH SHAWN

8

JACOB DURRETT

9

ZACH CROWELL

10

SHANE MCANALLY

#1

JOEY MOI

70 WKS

DAVID FANNING



#1






ATL JACOB

17 WKS

2

FNZ







SOUNWAVE
DR. LUKE

TIE

5

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

5

RICKY REED







3






7

VAUGHN OLIVER

8

ROGET CHAHAYED

9

RAGE SANTANA

TIE

10

JACK HARLOW

TIE

10

JASPER HARRIS









R&B PRODUCERSTM
#1




TIE

1

4 WKS

TIE

1

19 WKS

#1

BLAKE SLATKIN
RICKY REED



3

D’MILE

4

MIKE WOODS

5

SHIZZI

6

TEMS

7

MUSTARD

8

THE WEEKND

TIE

9

FORTHENIGHT

TIE

9

SONNI






THERON THOMAS 
ELLA MAI 
MUSTARD 



4







R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM



3
4



ATL JACOB

5

1

R&B SONGWRITERSTM

JUNE
11
2022



R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM



COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM



JESSE FRASURE



TYLER JOHNSON

4

4

CHARLIE HANDSOME

KID HARPOON

#1

MAG

3





2 WKS
#1

2 WKS

3

1

5

#1

1

2

6

1

1

25

COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM
1

HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM
TIE
TIE


DAVE BAYLEY 
MAG 
KATE BUSH 
ATL JACOB 
TAINY 
ED SHEERAN 
ZACH BRYAN 
FUTURE 
LIL BABY 

6





















The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated June 11, 2022. Rankings are based on
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 06.11.2022

RAP SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

2

ATL JACOB





1

3

LIL BABY

4

DRAKE

TIE

5

FINATIK

TIE

5

ISAAC DEBONI

TIE

7

TEJIRI AKPOGHENE

TIE

7

TEMS

TIE

9

JAHAAN SWEET

TIE

9

KENDRICK LAMAR

TIE

9

SOUNWAVE



RAP PRODUCERSTM



FUTURE

6 WKS













1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1


#1
35 WKS
#1
35 WKS
#1
35 WKS
#1
35 WKS
#1

BERNIE TAUPIN

35 WKS

ELTON JOHN







SAM LITTLEMORE



6

FARRUKO

7

DXRK

8

TIESTO

TIE

9

AVA MAX

TIE

9

CLAUDIA VALENTINA

TIE

9

PABLO BOWMAN

TIE

9

PETER RYCROFT







1



#1

69 WKS

2

MAG



BAD BUNNY



LA PACIENCIA
TAINY

TIE

5

KAROL G

TIE

5

OVY ON THE DRUMS






7

ELENA ROSE

8

BYRD

TIE

9

MICK COOGAN

TIE

9

SCOTT DITTRICH

1

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

JUNE
11
2022


2 WKS





TIE

6

JACK HARLOW

TIE

6

JASPER HARRIS

TIE

6

ROGET CHAHAYED

9

PARKED UP

10

CHARLIE HANDSOME

DAVE BAYLEY

3

KATE BUSH

4

NICKY YOURE







5


BOYWITHUKE 

6

STEPHEN SANCHEZ

TIE

7

DAVE PITTENGER

TIE

7

GAYLE

TIE

7

SARA DAVIS

TIE

10

BEN MCKEE

TIE

10

DAN REYNOLDS

TIE

10

DANIEL PLATZMAN

TIE

10

MATTIAS LARSSON

TIE

10

ROBIN FREDRIKSSON

TIE

10

WAYNE SERMON

















#1

3 WKS










ALESSO

2

TIESTO





3

LOSTBOY

4

LOST FREQUENCIES

TIE

5

CHRIS THOMAS

TIE

5

GUS DUDGEON

TIE

5

NICK LITTLEMORE

TIE

5

PETER MAYES

5

SAM LITTLEMORE

10

J CROSS














LATIN PRODUCERSTM


#1

6 WKS

2

TAINY

MAG





3

OVY ON THE DRUMS

4

SUBELO NEO



5

JIMMY HUMILDE

6

ALBERT HYPE









7

BYRD

TIE

8

MICK COOGAN

TIE

8

SCOTT DITTRICH

10

JOTA ROSA







ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1








DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM





ZACH BRYAN

2



RAGE SANTANA

1

ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
#1

5



3
4





VAUGHN OLIVER



LATIN SONGWRITERSTM

ATL JACOB

DR. LUKE






3

TIE




FNZ

1

NICK LITTLEMORE
PETER MAYES

2
4



DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM
TIE



#1

19 WKS



#1

31 WKS

DAVE BAYLEY

2

MATTMAN & ROBIN



3

KATE BUSH

4

EDDIE SPEAR

5

RYAN HADLOCK

6

PETE NAPPI











7

BOYWITHUKE

8

DAZY

9

FINNEAS

10

ANDREW GOLDSTEIN
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 06.11.2022

ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

57 WKS

DAVE BAYLEY

2

KATE BUSH








3

NICKY YOURE

4

BOYWITHUKE

TIE

5

DAVE PITTENGER

TIE

5

GAYLE

TIE

5

SARA DAVIS

TIE

8


BEN MCKEE 

TIE

8

DAN REYNOLDS

TIE

8

DANIEL PLATZMAN

TIE

8

MATTIAS LARSSON

TIE

8

ROBIN FREDRIKSSON

TIE

8

WAYNE SERMON



1










1

TIE

1

TIE

3

TIE

3

TIE

3
6
7

TIE

8

TIE

8
10


#1
1 WK


RONNIE RADKE 
IVAN MOODY 
KEVIN CHURKO 
ZOLTAN BATHORY 
SCOTT STEVENS 
JON LUNDIN 
A GHOUL WRITER 
FAT MAX GSUS 
MATT BELLAMY 
#1

1 WK

1


18 WKS

JEFF PARDO



2

COLBY WEDGEWORTH

3

ETHAN HULSE





4

BEN GLOVER

TIE

5

BLESSING OFFOR

TIE

5

SAM ELLIS

7

ANNE WILSON

8

MATTHEW WEST

9
10



AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

JUNE
11
2022



#1



CHRIS BROWN

TIE

2

NAOMI RAINE

TIE

2

STEVEN FURTICK

5

KANYE WEST

TIE

6

OJIVOLTA

TIE

6

RAUL CUBINA

8

JEKALYN CARR

9

JAHMAL GWIN

10

DJ KHALIL


















5

DAZY

6

BOYWITHUKE

7

FINNEAS







CHARLES EKHAUS

TIE

9

THE WALTERS







HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM
1 WK

2

HOWARD BENSON

TAYLOR KIMBALL








3

JULIAN COMEAU

4

SCOTT STEVENS

TIE

5

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH

TIE

5

KEVIN CHURKO

7

E-BASS

TIE

8

RONNIE RADKE

TIE

8

TYLER SMYTH

10

WZRD BLD













CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM

TIE
TIE





#1

1



#1

14 WKS

JEFF PARDO



2

COLBY WEDGEWORTH

3

JONATHAN SMITH

4

SAM ELLIS

5

TEDD T

6

PAUL MOAK

7

KYLE WILLIAMS

8

BEN GLOVER







8


JEFF SOJKA 

10

CASON COOLEY








GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

12 WKS

JONATHAN JAY

3


KANYE WEST 

4

BRYAN FOWLER

5

OJIVOLTA

6

BOOGZDABEAST

7

MIKE DEAN

2





PETE NAPPI

ANDREW GOLDSTEIN



CHANDLER MOORE

2

KATE BUSH



9



TIE

3
4

1


DAVID SPENCER 
KATY NICHOLE 

5 WKS

MATTMAN & ROBIN

8



GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
1

DAVE BAYLEY

2

TIE

CODY QUISTAD

CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
#1



#1

36 WKS



HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM

TONY BROWN



9


DJ KHALIL 
30ROC 

10

ALLEN CARR

8








